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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with graphically and non-graphically presenting the

similarities and the differences between the simple determinate and indeterminate Russian
verbs of motion. The ideas of Ume and direction and their role in characterizhg the subaspects are discussed Fundamental notions of kinetics-displacement and velocity--are used

.

to Merentiate between the two categories. The physics concepts of orbit and trajectory and
their matheniatical correlates. circle and tangent. are introduced as an analogy to descnbe the
type of motion each represents. A discussion on the relationship of the "going" verbs in terms

of "context" and "complexity" to "motion dong a iine" is visualIy presented. The ideas and
diagrams developed in this thesis have been inspired. among others, by the writings of

Forsyth, Ward. Foote. and Pahomov.
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is concemed wiîh visu*

and non-visuaIly presenting some of the elements

of meaning in the Russian "going verbs," commonly classifîed as "verbs of motion."

. Russian VOM wiil be identified. Attention will be directed toward
(hencefoah, v o ~ ) The
their definitions and functions. Concentration will be on the similarities and the ciifferences
between the two categories of VOM. Of particuk interest will be the type of motion each
represents. To develop an understanding of the meaning of

VOM

and then apply them in

sentences we need to (a) point out what features generally identlfy the two types of VOM
when they are use& and then (b) determine the unique nature that distinguishes one type from
the other.

It is easy to show the uses of each category of VOM. It is harder to show the inherent
meaning of the categories--meanhg that is derived Born the characteristics of the motion
represented. Function, meaning, and furm in the description of the

VOM

depend on each

other. Because of the non-Iinear nature of the material conceming VOM, the choice of a
starhg point for its presentation is arbimry. However. because the cornparison of the two

types of VOM may be effectively based on the description of one of the two. discussion will
usually begin with the --type

VOM,

which is considered the "marked"member.

The theoretical basis for the development of this thesis stems from several primary
sources. Most of the books and articles are in English and meant for the English-speaking
s e n t of Russian. As guides for their definitions and for example sentences, many textbooks
thernsehres refér to the scholarly works of gammarians such as Ward (1%5). Foote (1%7),

Forsyth (1970). or IIiCenko (1961). Rather than presenting a synopsis of their contents
separately, I will be referring to these major reference sourçes as 1 develop my thesis. Most
of the ideas in this thesis have been discussed among others. by Forsyth, Ward, and Foote.
Wherever 1 disagree or present my own ideas, it wili be pointed out.
A focus of diis thesis is on graphic representations of some of the f e a ~ r ' of
s

determinate and indeteminate motion. Sometirnes purely verbal descriptions in English or
attempts at an explanation by panlie1 English constnictions do not adequately chi@ the

meaning of movement indicated by Russian VOM. Pahomov in his article, "Bull, Boar. and
Orbit1 Trajectory: on Presenting the Verbs of Motion" suggests that "it is best to present

as p p h i c concepts through the application of numerous illustrations" (1977:4)

XO&WIW

rather than using English verbs of motion to render the Russian, which "only clouds the
simplicity" (1977:4). Exphnations f d apart, as exemplined by the problem mentioned by
Forsyth m the relating of Engkh simple and compound continuous tense with Russian
x o m t y p e VOM (l%3: 147). This is especdly miportant because. as most foreign students

of Russian can attest, there generally appears to be an apparent uncertainty as to the
appropriate type of verb of motion to apply in a sentence.
Many Russian grammar books, general textbooks and specialized texts on the

grammatical category include picnires and drawings to visually describe VOM. V

. .

M

by Mbyvyova has a significant number of illustrations to accompany its

verbal explanations. In some texts such as
the main thnist is visual representation.

Usually vkuals (in the f o m of drawings or pictures) are used to present the distinct

literal-Md1meanings of the di&érentpairs ni a set. e.g., how the "type of action"' involved
in am "to roll," differs frorn that in m,
"ro drag." Other pictures or drawings are
used to show the distinction between the determinate and indeterminate mernbers of a pair

such as msrrd mman. "to swirn," e.g., the motion of a swirnmer in a race vs the motion
of swans swimming about on a lake. Graphic syrnbols W<e arrows and lines are often used
in the attempt to clan@ the distinctiveness of the motion. A major thrust of this thesis

comprises the varbus ülustrations that 1 myself have created to diagrarnmatically exemplQ
characteristics of the VOM.

'

See item (b) in Segment 1 2 2 .

ihid*

CHAPTER 1: ADDRESSING THE SIMPLE VERBS OF MOTION
Identification of the VOM and cWication of terms and concepts related to their
understanding are the topics of this chapter.
I .I .O Zdenti$cation and categorirntion of the simple VOM
1.l .1 Setting the VOM apart

Of the many verbs in Russian that denote motion, there exists a unique set that is

labeled "verbs of motion." Unlike those other verbs denoting motion, these VOM consist of

pairs of verbs whose grammatical meaning is dinerent fkom its partne?s but whose lexical

meaning is the same.' The VOM are also known as "going" verbs, because the underlying
lexical meaning of each verb in each couple is the same: "tu go." "tu came tu move." or
simply "motion." Furthermore, both members of the set belong to the imperfective aspect.
The VOM are parr of two binary aspect systems. Like most verbs. the VOM participate

m the perfective/ imperfective aspect system. They aIso participate in a sub-group exclusive
to them in the aspect system. Two comrnon ways of refening to this sub-goup in the
literanire on the Russian aspect system are with the t e m "determinatel indeterminate" or

"mm-type/x o ~ n - t y p e . "
1.1.2 Simple vs complex VOM
Simple VOM are not prenXed whiie complex VOM are. Ward (1%5:250) mentions that

although "individual prefued verbs" are counted as VOM, "the restricted sense in which the
tenn is applied," Le.. with both verbs imperfective, excludes imperfectivdperfective couples
such as y x o w yHTH or n p m r e ~ a dnpmeTen This thesis essentially lirnits its enquùy
to the simple VOM. Furthermore, only the indicative form of these verbs is considered.
I .1.3 List of simple VOM
Most grammarians agee on thirteen pairs of verbs that can be classified as simple

See Segment 1.22 on the tiers of "lexical/ grammatical" meaning.

VOM,although gmnmar books ofien List fourteen pairs.' E@t are intransitive: w r ~ / x o m i ~ b
'to go on foot. to go'; exaTde3gm-b 'to ride'; 6exaTd6era1-b'to run'; nrrarrdmasa~b'to
nvim, to sait: xe~emhe~am
'to fly'; 6pecnrl6po~~rr-b
'to wander'; nonmdnomam 'to

cruwr: ne3.rdna3m 'to climb.' Six are transitive: ~ e c r i i / a o c m'to carry';B ~ ' J T H / B O ~ H T ~
'to convey'; secrii~o-

'to i e d ; ~ a n r r d ~ a ~'toa roll';
~b ~ 8 m n i c r a n
'20 drag':

m a T d r o m 'todrive.' The reflexive forms of transitive VOM in the above list also observe

the same pattern.
1.1 .4

x o m as the archetypicul pair
We are concemed pnmanly with what is here termed the grammatical-lexical'

meaning of the motion, i.e.. what distinguishes the members of the pairs within the set from

each other. such as their distinctive motion, rather than what is here termed the üteral-lexical
distinction among the couples, i.e.. among 'to walk. to go' (mTEI/X

O ~ ) or
.

'to ridet (

e x a d e3~1,~n).or ' t o m( n e ~ e nenimi),"
~d
or b carry' ( ~ e a do c m ) , etc. The contrast

in motion features exhibited within the pair HJITEI/

in the other VOM couples. Thus, wp&xo-

XO-

is identical to that which is found

may be considered the archetypical pair.

1.1.5 Cutegorization of VOM
In Russian grammar books, there are many other terms used to categorize mm- and

x o m t y p e VOM in the attempt to defuie each sub-aspect and, in the process, to distinguish
between them. A survey of various grammar books and articles on the subject reveals that
the number of terrns virtually reflects the number of categories employed to identify m-

and xomm~typeVOM. Each type is s h o w to exhibit various feanires and each texm usually
highlights on& one of its features. The differences between the two types of verbs are usually
presented as opposing pairs: determinate/ indeterminate. non-frequentative ( ~ e ~ p a ~ ~ a r H ) /
frequentative (MHO
ro ~ p a m d ) , unidirectionai/ non-unidirectional, unidirectional

2

The disagreement is mainly over includhg 6 p e m and 6 p o m as a verb of
motion pair (See Segment 1 2.4).

See Segment 1.2.2.

( o ~ o ~ a n p a ~ ~ ~ e mmultidirectional
mii)/
(pa3~oaanpameHaarir), definite/ indefuite.
concrete/ absmct,durative/ iterative. actual/ potential, specifid generai[ized1, mm-type/
x o m - t y p e , and so on. Most of the above are compiled h m Foote (1967:6).
1.1.6 Muravyova'r description of the simple VOM

The definition of each category is further enhanced by examples of the verbs applied

in sentences. Muravyova's text, W s of

. in
.

(i978), is often cited as a

reference for the differentiation between the functions of mm-typeverbs and xonw~b-type
verbs. See Table 1.1 at the end of this chapter for Muavyovalstable listing the uses of simple
VOM. She uses the term llunidirectional"to categorize the am-type verbs and the term

'hniltidirectional" to categorize the xom~b-type.Each verb of motion in the five examples
showhg uses of =-type

verbs maintains motion that is m one direction. but the motion cm

be (a) toward a specific (2,3,5)or non-specific goal (1); (b) repeated (4).

Muxavyova's examples exhibiting application of xom-type verbs cm be classifieci
mto three general indicaton of use in expressing l'muItidirectionalltmotion: (a) capacity for
the motion (5); (b) random motion (1): and (c) 'there and backt motion (2.3.4). The tenn
tlnon-unidirectional"is a more appropriate temi because "capacity for the motion" is not
necessariiy "multidirectional."
Functions Vary with tense in the verb categones--in the mm-type. the present form

can have a future meaning; and in the xom~b-type,the past tense has the specific meaning
of "two-way action."
1.2.0 Levels of meaning in v ~ M
In examining the meanhg of verbal aspect m his book, AS&~MWof &xci (1970).

Fonyth points out that it is impemtive to be aware of
the distinction between the objective reality of the events in question and their
linguistic expression by means of verb forms. . .. Failure to keep these distinctions
in mind can result in faulty reasoning. (Fonyth 1970:16)
Variations m the meanhg of words such as "action." "lexical," and tlgrammatical"play a role
in these distinctions.

1.2.1 Forsyth: cla~ficatiunof the word "action" in the discussion of Russian verbs

Forsyth (1970: 16) distinguishes among the senses of meaning to which the word
"action" may apply when refenhg to verbs:

(a) action is used to describe "objective reaIity," "the actual performance of the given
type of action on a specific occasion or occasions

. . . better refend to as 'factorsf or

'events."'
@) action is used to descnbe the "general lexical rneaning,"to be referred to as "type

of action."
(c) action is used to descnbe '!the view or presentation of the type of action, which

is inherent in the lexical nieannig of a @en verb," e.g., the 'type of action' in K p m a n 20 CS>'

and crysa~h'toknock,' "which inherently consist of a succession of repeated identical acts."
(d) action is used to describe "the subjective view of a specific objective fact: the
speaker may choose to present an event as a single indivisibk whob. or not." This could have

to do with the use of, e.g., a m vs nokTII. i.e., perfective vs imperfective. It is suggested
that the subjective view. item (d), may not be directly relevant to the discussion on simple
VOM.

Thus, in terms of point of view, (henceforth 'Pov1'), the word "action" as presented
above c m indicate four positions of observation of the activity that is described by verbs
(Forsyth 1970:16):
(a) the objective v i a o
(b) the type of action

(c) the view or presentation of the "type of action"
(d) the subjective view.
This cladkation of the use of the word "action" c m be carried over to the discussion

of the simple VOM, as does Forsyth in Chapter 10 of A Grammaf of

(1970). It is

obvious that the "events in question" king studied in this thesis have to do with "motion."
"Action" applied in this Limited area of study can be considered a synonym for "motion."
Because this thesis discusses the meaning of VOM, there is also an obligation to heed this
advice m acknowkdging the varbus senses that the word "action1'irnplies. In the manner of

Forsyth, this thesis applies these t e m ta differentiate the perfixtive fkom the imperfective
aspect, but primarily to distinguish between mm-type and x o m - t y p e VOM.
1.2.2 Clarification of the meaning of "lexical' and "grammatical"as applied to VOM
The various senses of the notion of ''action" by Forsyth. listed as items (a), (b), and

(c) in Segment 12.1above, can be expressed in linpistic t e m involving the words "lexical"
or "grammatical," and applied when refefig to VOM:
(a) What this thesis c a s the underiying-lexical meaning of the action, common to
ail the VOM. Le., the meaning of "to go." "to move." "to cause to move," or just "motion."

This term, the linguistic expression of the event taking place in reaiity. is comected to

Fonyth's objective view. item (a) in Segment 1 2.1.
(b) What this thesis calls the fiteral-lexicalrneaning of an action, Le.. the narne of the

verb. The literal-lexical meaning shows a distinctiveness of meaning between two VOM
pairs. e.g.. the difierence between the couple marrdrnasa~b'to swim' and the duo ne~eTd
nemm 'tofly.' It is also often referred to as the "general lexical." the "basic

lexical" (Forsyth

I97O:325),the "minimal lexical"(Forsyth 197&326). or simply 'lexical" rneaning, all of which
describe what Forsyth calls the "type of action," item @) in Segment 12.1.
(ci) What thk thesis c

. the grammatid-lexical meaning. which distinguishes the

niemt>erswithin each pair. Forsyth refèfs to this difference as "grammatical meaning," which

corresponds to the phrase "view of the type of action,"(c) in Segment 12.1. The

grammaticai-lexical meaning highlights the difference between determinate and
indeterminate motion. See Segment 12.4 below.
(c.ii) What this thesis calls the metaphorid-gramma0ic.d-lexicalmeaning. The
term is related to Forsyth's "grammaticul" meanhg of the particula. verb. showing its
distinctive motion. However, in this thesis, the term refers to the use of a verb of motion in

an "idiomatic"context:

a o m W~T--'It
k r~ining')~
or {'Iacw ne~m--'TNneflies').This

Exarnples of Russian usage with English translations inaoduced in this thesis will
foiIow a stylistic pattern not necessarily matching the quoted source but in the style
presented here.

is an example where only one or the other of the

VOM

couple can be used in a specific

context. According to Foote (1967:33), not many of the
BCCTK/BO-,

VOM

other than EIP,TH/XOWT~.

and ~ e d a o c m
are ernployed beyond their '%basicMmeaniRg. What he

means by "basic" rneaning is what this thesis calls "gramnatieal-lexicalmeanùig" from item

(c.i) above. Using VOM %eyond their basic meaning" refen to their use idiomaticaily or as

metaphoncal-grammatid-lerocSIm meaning, (c.iii above. Segment 1.Z.4 further discusses
idioms based on VOM.
In a discussion that attempts to distinguish between the motion of mm-typeverbs

and XoRxnb-type vert& it should be noted that in m a t cases the specifc use of one or the
other depends on the context of the action king desahi, Le.. the POV that the speaker takes
of the action.
1.2.3 Perfective vs imperfective aspect "identical lexical meoning "
Forsyth states that the perfective and imperfective are "two parallel sets of verb foms

carrying identical lexical meaning. i.e., denoting one and the same type of action" (1970:1).

Russian has two sets of forms, perfective and imperfective, each of which can be addressed
together as "the verb 'to write."' The fomis "wcan. n a w . necad' are part of the fmt set
of the "type of action," 'to witef; and the forms, "aan~ca~b.
Hammy, ~anecan,"
are part of
the second set of the ''type of action." 'ro writel (Fonyth 1970:1). In contrast, English has

one set of forms that canjomtly be cailed "the verb 'to write."' The forms. "wrote,did write.
hnve w&tent' are part of the set of the l'type of action," 'to write."' The term. "type of action"
identifies the 'lexicalf'meaning of 'to writefas distinct from 'to think.' The perfective and the

imperfective are the same, with respect to "type of action," but they differ as to "the view or

presentation of the type of action? Forsyth states that "the relationship between the two

aspects depends upon an opposition of rneanings and grammatical funetions which constitute
part of the system of the Russian verbl' (1970:2).
1.2.4 Determina te and indet e n d te pairs: 'identical lexical meaning If
A reiationship. simihr to that described above between perfective/ imperfective. exists

between determinate/ indeterminate. The distinction of the VOM, from other verbs denoting

motion or Born any other verbs at all, as consisting of pain of two different verbs. each
havmg the sarne "lencaP'meaning but a different "grammaticul"rneaning, is stated in many
textbooks. When two members are classed together as a pair of VOM they have the identicai
'lexical" d g . Le., they describe "the same type of action" (Forsyth l97O:319). Forsyth
clarifies the statement for

VOM

by pointhg out that both verbs in each couple, e.g.,

mTH/xo&mb, 6encaTd6eram, e x a T d e 3 m , ne~eTdne~a~b.
~ecTkI/~ocm,
denote the

same mode of homotion-each verb in a pair means 'to walk.' 'to run.' 'tu drive.' 'toj7y.''tu
corry.' etc.. respectively (Forsyth 1VO:3 19). These are the "Meral-lexical"rneanings that
mnenally distinguish a VOM pair from another. The verbs ciiffer wherein they "present two

alternative views of this activity"(Forsyth 1970:319). In this thesis that distinction is referred

to as the grammaticalt-lexical meaning. Al1 the VOM have the underiying-lexical meaning
of Y0 go.'

Because the two verbs classed together as a pair of VOM must have identical meaning,
IsaCenko (1 96 1:4) believes that certain couples normally classed as

VOM.

e.g. , 6 p e d

6 p o ~ ~'tumwnder.' shouki not be inchided because they have not remained wholly "identical

m lexical meaning" (Ward 1%5:î5 1 paraphrashg Isaeenko 1961 :4). The pair, 6 p e m and
6 p o v , both can mean 'tu wander,' 'to amble.' but only 6 p e m connotes 'goingalong with
dificulty.' Thus, they are not coupled like 'to drive,' 'to ride,' 'to move ulong swifiy' (Ward

1965% 1 paraphrashg IsaCenko l961:4). In spite of the extra connotation possessed by
6pem. Muravyova (1978:13-15) lists many samples of the use of the duo 6pecTw/6po~c,~~a,

which appears as an excellent example typwing the distinction between the motion as
expressed in the grammatical-lexical meaning of the sub-aspects. Aiso see the &&rny
(l%û:I,458). Forsyth (1970:319), and Vilgelminina (1963:61).

Ward (1 %5:25 1) argues that. although these origuial VOM pain are "no longer

completely identical m &cal meaning .. .they retain the grammatical distinction which [ d l ]
other coupled members [e.g., aTalxo-.

e x a T d e 3 ~ 6exa~d6eram]
,
have.'' He

points out that "indeed their different lexical meanings have become possible precisely
because of their different grammatical rneanings" (Ward 1965% 1 ).
Thus. Ward expands the membership criteria beyond that of a verb of motion pair

having the same lexical meaning, when he pleads the case for including them in the List of
VOM, "if only

t

t

as non-paireci, individual verbs" (1965:251). He gives " O P ~ T ~ I T ~ C Rand
"

~ as~ exarnples
~ ~ of ~the use
' oft other verbs that are not excluded from "the category

of aspect simply because they have no paired imperfectives" (1965:251). Ward makes a
smng argument when he points out that particular VOM are used in "certain 'idiomatic' ways

...where their counterparts are not usedt' (Ward 1965:25 1). but are still considered VOM by
p m m a h s . Evidence is that the idiomatic uses of

or aocm. which are characteristic

of only that member of a pair, have not removed them nom the r o k of VOM.
1.3.0 Jutaposition of characteristics of

VOM

1.3.1 Equipollent vs privative opposition

In general there are two standard models. based on opposition. for defining
gramriatical categories such as perfective/ imperfective or deteminate/ indeterminate aspects:
Lozinska (1992:19) identifies Avilova (1976%).
one is "equipollent." the other "pn~ative.'~
Bondarko (197l), Rassudova (1984 14-15.23). and Townsend (1985:288) as having adopted

the equipollent rnodel, where "both term in the opposition have positive characteristics'"
(Forsyth 1970:34û). Lozinska (1992: 15) points to Jakobson ( 1984:3). IsaCenko (discussed

m Thelin (1978: 11O)), and Forsyth ( l970:347-50) as having adopted the traditional model.
"privative opposition. "

It was Roman Jakobson who f i t applied the idea of "privative opposition" to the
study of the Russian verb (Fonyth 1970:7). Forsyth elucidates the idea of privative
opposition:
one tenn is defmed positively. in terms of its essential and inherent meaning. and the
other is defmed negatively, as not inherently possessing the meaning of the 'markedl
member, although it may nevertheless fkequently express other meanings, and
sometimes may even cany the meaning which is inherent in the 'maricedl member. . .
.(Forsyth l97O:6)

Italic emphasis mine.

It mua be emphasized that a "privative opposition" is a generaf description o f the meanhg

of a grammatical category (Jakobson 1932; as cited by Forsyth 1970:7).
1.3.2 Defnition of the perfective and imperfective aspect by a privative opposition
Forsyth mentions that the idea of "privative opposition" is particularly useful in the

analysis of the rektionshipof the aspects in Russian (1970:6). He defmes the meaning o f the

perfective aspect thus: "a perfective verb expresses the action as a total event summed up
with a reference to a single specific juncture"

(1970:8). Subscribing to the privative

approach. Forsyth then states that "the imperfective does no? inkrently express the action

as a totul evenr summed up with a reference to a single [spec$c] juncture117(1970: 11).
13.3 Opposition khveen determinate vs indetermirtute VOM
As to the juxtaposition of the categories of deteminate and indeterminate in his book.

Forsyth appears to approach them by both the privative and equipollent methods. His
srarement that 'We x o m - t y p e never express a single progression along a path at a given
mnent'" (l97Q321 ) mtroduces an equipollent juxtaposition It then follows. that HBTH-type

verbs express motion as "a single progression along a p r h at a given moment'" (interpolated
into Forsyth (l97O:X 1) by me). Earlier Forsyth states that deteninate verbs express

"motion raking place at a specifïc moment and therefore in one direction"1° (1970:320). If

one were to complete the juxtaposition pnvatively, it coufd be said that the indeterminate
does mt necessady "erpress moiion taking place a?a specific moment and rlierefore in one

Italic emphasis mine.
'Not" is italicized in the original quote; the italics in the rest of the quote and the
bolding of 'hot" have beeri added by me.

Bold and italic emphasis mine.
Italic emphasis mine.
'O

Italic emphasis mine.

direction"" (interpolated into Forsyth (197O:XO) by me). At the end of his chapter where

he analyses determinate and indeterminate verbs Forsyth concludes:
In the position of the two impedectives, the indeterminate has the wider range of
rneanings, and at two points at least c m substitute for the determinate. . . . The
nideterminate imperfective can therefore be considered the unmarked member of the
opposition of the determinate and indeteminate. (Forsyth l9ïO:M)
Reference to "marked" and '2inrnarked" features normally implies a privative relationship.
which I believe Forsyth is suggesting about the opposition in meanings between the
determinate and indeteminate verbs. even though he also takes an equipollent approach to
the sub-aspect categories.
To develop the differentiation between determinate and indeterminate verbs more
simply and more bgscaiiy,Forsyth and others begin with the mm-type because it is the lest

ambiguous member, Le., it is the 'tmreclearly-marked" member of the pair (1963: 147). My
work here also tends to approach analysis with the U'M-type

VOM.

This Wis acknowkiges b t h the quipllent and privative methods in discriminating
between the deteminate and indeterminate sub-aspects. Although it was not the aim of my
investigation. the question of the type of opposition has corne in for scrutiny and it appean
to me that m general the opposition between the VOM is equipollent: the mm-type express
motion as ". . . a single progression dong a path at a given moment"" (interpolated into
Forsyth (l97O:32 1) by me): and "the xoairrs-type never express a single progression along
a path at a given

(Forsyth 1970:321).

l1

Itaiic emphasis mine.

l'

Itdic emphasis mine.

'

Bold and italic emphasis mine.

1.4.0 Functions of the impelfective as rhey apply to VOM

.

1.#. 1 n e definitions of progressivity durativity and iterativity in imperfective verbs

The three fundamental contexts in which imperfective verbs are employed make up
three categories that are not dininct. but mtersecting m meaning: "progessivity," "durativity"
and "iterativity." Not all imperfective verbs possess or display ali three. According to

Fonyth descriptions of the impeifective traditionally involve definitions of its functions: (a)
expression of continuous action (1WOA) or continuous process (1WO:326). and (b)
expression of repeated action (197OA). The notions of "progressivity" and "durativity" are
enveloped in item (a) above.
The notion of "continuousness" is often calied "progressivity" (progressiveness).14
Foote refers to it as "achiality": "the action is envisaged as 'actual' or in progress" (Foote
l965:7). Fosyth (1970:326)also refers to it as "continuous process," which includes
"duration of action." Rassudova addresses it as "processuality" (1984 18.28-38). Comrie
defines l~continuousness"
as "imperfectivity that is not habituality" (l976:26) and considers

"progressivity" a constituent of "durativity" (Convie 1976:33). C o d e maintains that
"durativityI1'"stïnply reférs to the fact that the given situation lasts for a certain period of tirne"
(1976:41). no matter how short. 'Tterativity" or "habituality" '7s the repetition or the
successive occurrence of several instances of the given situation" (Comrie 1976:27).
1.42 Distinction between '~rogressivity
" and "progressivemotion"

Foote uses the term "acmlity" to indicate it as a feature of deteminate motion:
"action is envisaged as lactual' or in progress" (1%7:7); however. he acknowledges that it is
a feanire of the imperfective aspect and common to both members of the sub-aspect VOM.
The English compound progressive form is described in this way also. There c m be some

misuderstanding in the meaning of the tems that contain the lexical element "propss" or
"process," in particular when they are connected with defining VOM. The tems
"progressivity," "motion in progress," "motion in process." "continuous process." are

NO^ to be confused with "progressivemotion" which irnplies "change in
location" (Foote l967:'i). See Segment 1.42.
I4

considered synonymous with "actuality," "continuity of action." or "continuousness." Al1 of
the above underscore a temporal nuance which can be confused with the phrase. '@progressive
motion." used by Foote. He (1967:7) uses the tenn "progressive motion" to mean "motion

that involves the subject (or object in the case of the transitive verbs) in a @sultant] change
of Iocation," which is exchisive to the meanhg of the determiriate verb. "Progressive motion"

is motion taking place progressively in space. In this spatial nuance is inherent a sense of

"direction."
On the other hanci, progressivity, also, can be considered to be steeped in nuances that

are temporal and spatial. A clear-cut distinction among the terms is difficult. Forsyth States

that "movement 'in process' in fact implies the specifcation of both time and direction, and
the most satisfactory descriptions of the rneaning of wrm are those in which both are
mentioned" (1970: 148).
1.4.3 Common imperfective nature of VOM

Several of the characteristics often attributed to the indeterminate verb actually stem
fiom its imperfective nature. The two categones of

VOM

have a cornmon imperfective

heritage. It is because of its irnpe3ective nature that these characteristics appear in the
determinate verb aiso. The sfiared sirnilanties. however, are governeci by the unique natures
of their individual motion types.
The usual approach is to say that determinate are "durative" and indeteminate are
"iterative." The reason that indeterminate verbs are called iterative is because they often are

used to present muaiple actions. Thus the terni "iterative." addressing the indeteminate subaspect, is used to contmst the verb type h m the determinate which is fiequently applied in

a "durative" sense when "the speaker is concemed with the development of the action at a
certain tirne" (Fonyth 1970:322). According to Forsyth. the terms iterative and durative
accent "nonessential facets of meaning" (1970:322) in mm- and x o m - t y p e verbs. (Le..

.

the durativity and iterativity norrnaily, are expressed contextually w ith adverbs).
Furthemre, ''the action expressed by a x o ~ n - t y p everb c m (like that of any imperfective)
be presented duratively" (Forsyth 1WO:323). As an exarnple. Forsyth gives:

~ I I fM
l O J T~0 HOCHJI B KapMaKe H

3

P

m CYMMY, yIIaKOBa.HHYI0 B K O H B e P T C

K cneaoaaTemo (E. Bmginsky and
m e c m pw-ow,
HO se pemancx
E. Ryazaanov: E
m a ~ ~ ~ , ) ~ a~long
- rime
- ' D~i mo carried
r
about in
his pucket a corniderable sum of money in dn envelope with an idyllic picme on it.
but he couldn't bring himrelf to go and see the investigator' ). (Fors@ 1970:323)

Accordhg to Forsyth (1970:323). the use of the term "iterative" in conjunction with
x o m - t y p e verbs is deceptive because there is the implication that (a) the principle role of
indeterminate verbs is "to express repetition of the action (Le., its performance on several
occasions)"; and that @) "whenever multiple action" is to be presented, only x o m - t y p e
verbs can be employed. The reaSOn x0gzn-b-typeverbs are used to show iterativity is because

they are of the imperfective aspect and iterativity is one of the functions that have been
applied to the imperfective aspect. Indeterminate verbs do not have exclusive possession of
the expression of iterativity because determinate verbs also k i n g imperfective are ofien used

in this manner. The following example shows a determinate verb expressing iterativity:
Mecm O H BarAepxan. pasmocb eMy 310 Henemo;-K
aeqep OH mën
K ~YXOB~IM
H. noxoa~no m m Ha yrny y r r w , n o B o p a n m a ~a3w
(Erenbug:
Omenena)--'He held out for almosr a month. and it wasn't easy for him. Every
evening he waLGed to the Pukhovls home and. when he reached the chemists shop
at the corner. mrned and went hck'). (Fonyth 1970:323)
~OTIM

What is relevant in both cases is the type of underlying motion that is described.
1.4.4 Criteria aiding in the distinction of meanings in Russian VOM: "esse&

non-

''exclusive/ non-excIusive." " a s p e c t d non-cupectual." "contextU4U noncontextucrl1'
Clarif~cationof the defintion, characteristics, and functions of the perfectivd
esse&&"

miperfeaive aspects and of the imperfective subaspects of the determinatel indeteminate can

be aided by applymg the criteria implied by terms such as "essential/non-essential" meaning.
"exchisivdnon-exchisive"meaning, "aspecWnon-aspechial"meaning. or con tex tu^

For~ythrefers to other texts and authors. often without specific source
references.
l5

non-contexhial" niean8ig. Features and fûnctions of VOM can be described by combination
of the members of the pairs. See Table 1.2.
The feature "essential" implies meaning that is necessary ro the definition of a
grammatical category whik "non-essentid" meaning refers to an attribute not necessary to
it.

%xExdve" means that a feature isf o d in only one ofthe members of an opposed pair.

Won-exclusive" signifies that both sub-aspects are defned as having the same function.
The reference "eonte~hial"~~
pertains to a distinction thar is not denoted by the verb form

ieelf, i.e., its meanhg depends upon the "context" of the sentence. pnmarily adverbial
accompaniment (Forsyth 1970:4,15). or upon the intention of the observer/ speaker for its
rneaning. The refèrence l'wn-contextual,r'specifies
denotation that comesfrom the meaning

inherent in the word itself, whether aspectual or non-aspechial. "Aspectual" rneaning"
refers to aspect as an "element of grammatical meaning" (Forsyth 1970:325), which cm be
contexhial or non-contexhial. Won-acipechial" denotation of the action is the difference
o ~the
) , difference in the
between 'mswim' (nnarrdnnasa~b)vs 'to w a l b ' ( ~ ~ ~ T R l xi.e.,

"basbasic kxical meanhg of mode of locomotion" (Forsyth 1970:325)--the naming of the "type

of action" The difference m style of motion between the determinate and indeteminate verb

is a "grammatical" or "aspe~tual'~'~
denotation. The terms non-contextual and aspectual
overlap with the terms lited-Wcal and leroical-grsmniatieal,respectively, discussed earlier
in Segment 1 2.2.

Looking at Table 1.2. in which 1 have compiled and amended ideas presented by

Forsyth, one can see how he has thrown his spotlight on what are the distinctive general
meanings in the grammatical categories of perfective/ imperfective and determinate/

l6 The terms "contextual"and "non-contextual" are used in different senses in this
thesis. One way these rems zre applied is in the description of lexical and grammatical
meanings in Segment 1.4.6. They refer to whether a meaning is implied inherently in the
denotation of the word itself or is aided by other words like adverbs of tirne in a sentencea syntactical meaning. Another way the terms are applied is as the visual perspective of
VOM action in relation to "motion dong a he," which appears mainly in Chaper N.

"

aspect.

One could say "sub-aspectual" because it is dealing with the determinate sub-

indeterminate. When it is deemed that a defining feature be necessarily stated Ni the
definition of one of the mmbers of an opposed pair. but not stated in the description of the

other. alrhough ir may be foumi in ir, we have juxtaposition of terms by a "privative

opposition" The meaning is essentiai, inherent (noneontextual) to the ''general" meaning.
for instance, to the perfective (item (a) in Table 1.2), the "marked" category of the aspect
pair. W t h e r presented as privative or equipollent, the statements (items (c) and (e) in Table
1.2) describing the determinate verbs are essential. inherent (noncontexhial), aspectual.

and, in my opinion, virtually exclusive to the determinate category.

Forsyth also States that, "AU that is inherent in imperfective verb forms in general
(apart Born the specifc grammatical-functional meaning of tense. mood etc.) is the lexical
ekment" (19'70.15). That is. the oniy essentiai inherent meaning of the imperfective is naming
the action without reference to perfectibility (Forsyth 1970:6). in Forsyth's words, "the
essential function of an imperfective verb is to narne the action, or rather type of action,
concemed--'write' as distinct from 'run,' 'sing', 'open,' etc." (1970:lS). The function of
"naming," common to aU imperfective verbs, also belongs to both the determinate and
indeterminate verbs. 'Naming" transposed to VOM, is the fiteral-lexical meaning of mode
of locomotion, e.g., 'to move on foot' ( ~ T E l j x o m )as opposed to 'to swim'
(nnwdnnasa~b).Being cornmon to both sub-aspects, this function is non-exclusive to

either. 'Naming." to quote Forsyth, is "non-aspectual denotation of the action" (1970:326).
It is also noncontextuai. See items (g) and (h) in Table 1.2.
According to Foeyth, dong with "naming" of the action, the "ability to imply
contmuous process and repetitiont' (Forsyth 1970:326). common to the imperfective aspect.
may be expressed by both deteminate and indeterminate. The latter features are aspechial.

non-exclusive to either sub-aspect. nonsssential. and non-contextual functions of both
types of VOM. See items (i). (j), (k), (i)
in Table 1.2.
In a sentence such as, {O-

xmeq sapm parco~--'Onelodger boiled cravfish').

stripped of adverbs. it is unknown whether an appropriate adverb rnight be s a m ('used to

boa') or cefiac ('was boiling') (Forsyth 19705). The same cannot necessarily be said about
Unperfective VOM. For example, in the sentence, "{CeHnac OH x o m B c w - - ' H e Lr walking

in the garden just d)"
(Fonyth 1970:322), a temporal adverb describing a present moment

is used with an indeterminate verb. " X O ~ Tlis walking,"' to indicate
of time,"ceiisac 'm."'
repetition. In the sentence, " { K w ne=

B

9 oa w e B~~ o m o p y - - ' E v d
ez
~y at 9 he

goes to the office')" (Foote 1%7:7). a temporal adverb indicating repeated time, "rcarnsb~ii
neHa 'everydg+" is used with a determinate verb. The adverbial context does not affect the

inherent meaning of the sub-aspect.
It has been pomted out that the feature of actualify,Le., progressiviry or continuous
process. king characteristic of the imperfective aspect can be cornmon to both the
deteminate and indeterminate sub-aspects. However, the deteminate sub-aspect has an
exehrnve meaning rehted to continlrour action. The function of funire action, e.g., {Bec~oir
OH

nemT B Mocmy--'He islwill be flying to Moscow in the springf), belongs only to the

determinate verb (Forsyth 197&326). Ahhough ac~alityis not an exclusive feature of wmtype verbs, the idea of an<aliv conveyed by such verbS accounts for their use in referring to

actions due to take place in the future. which in these circumstances makes it an exclusive
attribute of the determinate verb. The foilowing sentence from Foote (1%7:8) is an example:

EX A TOM OTeu ~

e 3 CeMbH)
ë ~
B CCCP--'ln the

SZU?UWï

Father k taking (=wi/l t&?) h?

family to the USSR')." The "expression of future action." a specialized function of
determinate verbs, is exclusive and aspechisl only to the category of the determinate subaspect: the present tense form of indeterminate verbs cannot be used to refer to future action.
Actuality expressed by the use of the determinate verb as a description of future action is
contexhial because the meaning is conveyed with the aid of a future tirne adverbial.

As Foote (1967:8) notes "other verbs are occasionally used in a similar way.
{Cerom BenepoM fi mpam B marna=--'I am playing chas this evening'), but not with

"the full flexibiity to act in this way possessed by the determinate verbs of motion." Foote
(1%7:8) corninues: 'The context for using the deteminate as funire is always the same: the

action referred to is one already arranged or decided upon and so is going to take place" and
"must be straight forward actions of going."
The expression of "two-way action in the past tense" (Forsyth 1970:326). e.g..
(Bec~oirOH JI-

B

Mocray--'He went tu Moscow (and back) in the spring'), a specialized

function of the indeterminate verb, is exdusive to the categoty. aspechial. and non-

contextual.
The terms in this segment cm be applied to Foote's List of three features of

determiriate motion (1%7:7): (1) l'simplemotion dong a line,"(2) "progressive motion." and
(3) llactuality."Aswen as bemg aspectual and non-contextual. the features in items (1 ) and
(2) may be considered inherent, exclusive, and essential to a general definition of the

determinate. Feature (3) is contexhial and aspechial, and being cornmon to both sub-

aspects. is uius non-exclusive to either, except in description of "future actions" where it is
exclusive to the determinate. Later in the discussion, we will see that of the thxze features

rnentioned above, (1) and (2) are the essence of the notions of direction (as simple motion
along a line) and direction (as the result of dispkement over elapsed time) in the
descnption of determinate verbs.
1S.0 Focus of the next chapters
The next chapters will attempt discussion and graphie presentation of the essentiai

meaning which differentiates between determinate and i n d e t e h a t e VOM. As has been
pointeci out, one way that the inherent rneaning of the deteminate verb of motion is presented

is that it "expresses morion taking place ar a specifc moment and therefore in one
direction"18 (Forsyth 1970:320). Another way. is that it expresses " a single progression
ahng a path ut a given moment"19(interpolated into Forsyth (1970:321) by me). It will be
seen that the unique ciifference between sub-aspects is in the distinctive type of motion of
each.

l8

Itaiic emphasis mine.

l9

Italic emphasis mine.
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Table 1.1: COMPARISXON OF THE USES OF SIMPLE VOM
*The examples in this Table are copied verbafimf).umTable 3 in
Mwavyova (1978:244), which is entit1ed"Comparision of the
uses of Verbs of Motion with and without Prefixes."

1.OHq q e ~
IIO m e .
At the moment of speaking or observation
the agent is moving in one direction.

1.OHX
O no m
~ e .
At the moment of speaking or observation the agent

is moving in various directions.

2.0~
me^ B m90Jly.
2 . 0 X~ O W B -0Jry.
At the moment of speaking or observation Repeated (habituai) movement of the agent to his
the agent is moving towards his destination inciuding a stay in the place concerned
destination.
(the verb x o m is synonymous with the verb
6 m a e or
~ nocerqae~).
-

-- - - -

-

-

-

- -

-

-

- -

.

--

3.Buepa OH men B m o ~ r yEI B c r p e m
myraIn the past and future tense these forms
denote momentaneous movement in one
direction and are generally used in
descriptive passages.

ne-

3 .Bsepa OH XOLZHJI B moxy.
In the past tense this form denotes the agent's
momentaneous movement in two different
directions (there and back) (the verb x o m is
synonymous with the verb 6m).

mën B m o n y namo 4.Kaamero AoMa. O 6 m o nome 3aanTnM aoMa.

4.K-

OH

OH EJ@TAOMO&.

The verb either denotes repetitious
movement in one direction or stresses the
fact that movement takes place only in one
direction (only there or only back)

-0e

yTp0 OH BCTaBâJi
3 a ~ ~ p aE
~ mën
a n Ha pa6o?y.

A e m OH XOgElï B

MaMo HaIIItXO

The verb denotes that agent's repeated movement in
two different directions (there and back).

pâE0,

When consecutive actions are implied,
movement may be represented as taking
place in one direction only.
5.3a~rpaoa m ë B~TeaTp.
A special use of this present tense fom
~ i t ah future meaning.

5 . P e 6 ë ~ yxe
o~ x o m .
The verb denotes the agent's ability to move.

C W T E R 11: ELEMENTS OF TIME AND DIRECTION IN THE DEFINITION
OF SIMPLE VERBS OF MOTION
2.1.O Introduction: elements of time and direction conrributing to the definitions of mm-

type verbs
2.1.1 Definirions of --type

verbs with emphasis on one or the othec a "dejînite rime"

or a "definite direction"
According to Forsyth, grammars in describing the meaning of mm-type verbs usually

stress "one or the other of two fâctors: a dennite direction or a defmite timett(1963:147). As
an example of a defmition with emphasis on "a definite direction," Foayth (1%3:147)
mentions the foilowing: a m "describes a mvemenr which takes phce in one defnire
direction"' (Pdkina and Zakhava-Nekrasova). As an example of a defmition of a m that

emphasizes "a defmite time." Forsyth ( 1%3: 147) quotes Haywood:

WTH "expresses

continuous action on one occasion only.'" Forçyth (1963:148) suggests that the defmition

is best when both factors are included such as Potapova's: "verbs of the idti type indicate
movement in a definite direction and definite tim."

In the discussion m this chapter, the notion of time and the notion of direction as they
relate to VOM wili be dealt with separate@*to the extent possible, in Sections 2 2 . 0 and 2.3.0.
From time to tirne. it will be impossible to separate the two. but the emphasis w u always be
on one or the other factor.
2.12 Themes expressed by words used in the definitions of -type

verbs
Table 2.1 gleans elements b m definitions of mm-type VOM which can be found in

many Russian grammar books. The type of action characteristic of the determinate verb, as
revealed by the aforementioned defintions. is not irnmediately made clear by the individual

words that are used in its various denotations. When these are anaiyzed, four themes,

Italic emphasis mine.

' Italic emphasis mine
Italic emphasis mine.

generalized into the notions of thne and direction. can be delineated from words conceming
progrPssion, tiw wtnciion to a moment. unidireetiodty, and action toward a g d .
It is uncommon to fmd a definition which States a l l four themes. If, for instance, to

Cioms description of the unidllectional mipezfèctive (1992: 107)were added the phrase "at
a @en moment" (1992: la).a comprehensive d e f ~ t i o nof
4 determinate motion arises that
wouki contain all four components: the unidirectional imperfective "describesan action thar
is taking place in one direction.from point a to b .

. .or a given moment.'" 'TProgrrssion"

is irnplied by "anaction that is taking place"; "unidirectionaüty" by "in one direction";

"actiontoward a goal" by 'Ifrompoint a to bot:and "time restricted to a moment"by "ut
a given moment."

22.0 Time
22.1 Time-related tenninology
In the cosmic sense, tirne as a notion is perceived as a continuum. W-s
New
. .
DiciiormnP ttime as (1) "durution:continuance"; (2) "aperiod or interval";
(3) "a point in duration: moment; instant; occasion." Each of these descriptions has

relevance to time as it pertains to determinate VOM. Forsyth (1%3: 147)acknowledges that

the concept of time, in the Haywood definition of the mm-type verb. referred to as an
"occasion." is important. but needs more precise clarification. The anempt to c

w the

sigruficance of "time"in am-type verbs in contrast to that in the x o m - t y p e introduces
several concepts that point in the direction of lime. Various terms. such as progressiviiy.
iteramity.durativity, uctuality, and continuourness,exhibiting temporal nuances have k e n

mtroduced in Chapter 1. Table 2.1 lists phrase variations cuiled fbrn defimitions expressing
In correspondence with University of Alberta Slavics professor, Tom Priestly,
Cioran has indicated that it, indeed, would be a good idea to put the phrase "at a given
moment" together with the descripion "an action that is taking place in one direction,
from point A to point B."

' Italic emphasis mine.
The italic emphasis in the foilowing defmitions is mine.

tirne-related facets: one occarion. a specifc momenr of time. uninterrupted, continuousness.
etc. Other t e m (actml present. pov. terne. location (space).observer. speaker. context.
along a line, etc.) relevant to temporal conditions of VOM wdi crop up in this discussion.
2 2 . 2 Time: continuiry of action (duration.progressivity. actuality)
As mentioned earlier in Segment 1.4.1, which describes the functions of the

imperfective verb, the idea of "continuous action" or "continuous process" includes the
nuances implied by ternis propssivity, actuality, and durativity. To present a more precise

definition of "the time or occasion of the movement" (Forsyth 1%3: 147) in detenninate
verbs. Fonyth undencores a temporal feanire that is often included in their description. He
c

h that the idea of "contmuous action" as expressed in the Haywood deffition is the crux

to refuwig the meaning of the notion of time as it relates to mm-type verbs (1%3: 147).
Description of the motion of mm as "continuous action," and similar expressions

h m other defhiîions--"action is (was, will be) in progress at a given point in tirne"' (Birkett.
as cited in Forsyth (1%3:147)): "action in the process of o~curring"~
(Hingley, as cited in
Forsyth 1%3:148); or "to be acnially on the wayt" (Semeonoff; as cited in Forsyth
1963: 148)--are ways to point to motion that is "in proces," 'Fn pmgress." The sense of
bemg "in process"identifies the deteminate verb because it leaves the impression that at the

moment of observation or speakmg. the action is happening. at this particula.one time--now!
Actuality where "the action is envisaged as 'actual' or in progress' (Foote 1%7:7) is

one of the three feanires of motion that Foote States is manifested by mm-type verbs. As
does Forsyth, Foote points out that "actuality is, though, not an exclusive attribute of
determinate verbsv (1967:8),but is characteristic of the imperfective aspect to which both
determinate and indeterminate rnembers of the imperfective VOM pair belong. The ciifference
withui the sub-aspect pair has to do with the view that an observer (hypothetical or not) or

' Italic emphasis mine.
*

Itaiic emphasis mine.
Italic emphasis mine.

speaker of the sentence chooses to take of the action as weli as "the nature of the movement"
(Foote 1%7:8) in the action.
2 2.3 Time: restriction on the determinate
The occasion involving the action of a determinate verb may have duration and

appreciable length. Time as "a period or interval" has the sense of "one occasion," Le.. "an
event" or "a slice" of tirne. The total projected span of time (occasion of t h e ) that a
determinate VOM encompasses never changes. Because the action of the determhate verb

is "in process," its duation can be expressed in a general sense, (i.e.. the tirne an object takes
in going some place in particular is the time needed und it gets there. although its getting

there is not relevant); however the duration is not quantifiable.
Dumtiviry (as action that is in progress and lastinp for a certain penod of time on a

given occasion) is commody considered a fiinction of the determinate verb to contrast it h m

the indeteminate, which is usually describeci as iterative. Iterativity can also be action that
is in progress and lasting for a certain period of tirne, but there must be more than one

successive occurrence of the occasion of the given situation.
Forsyth delineates the notion of time W. r. t.

VOM

when he States that, "the chief

characteristic of mm-type imperfectives is that the speaker's view of the action is resnicted
to a specijic moment of time"iO(1970: 3 19). Several elements make up this description--

action is taking place within the duration of the "moment of tirne"; there is a speaker
(observer); he/she iimits his/her mv of the action to a "moment of time" that is "specific."
In other defuiitions, "specifîc" is used interchangeably with "particular." "given," "definite."
and so on.

The temporal reference "a specinÊ moment of tirne" indicates that determinate motion
is motion that has a particuZur tirne restriction on it. Ahhough in determinate verbs the action
is generally understood to be restricted to observation at "a specific moment of time," i.e.. a

given instant of tirne, Forsyth indicates that there c m be a variable tirne span descnbing the
action of the determinate verb that is longer--minutes, hours, a &y.
'O

Itaiic emphasis mine.

The "moment of tirne." as it concems the cietenninate verb. encompasses time from
"one inr~nt"to "any p e n d of tim wirhin which the motion rakes place continuourly.ar one
'go"'" (Forsyth197i3320)witbh the duration of the action This explanation of "moment of
tirne" then can be considemi "a more precise explanationl'by Forsyth of Haywood's reference

to the action of a determinate verb as happening on "one occasion." "One occasion," can be
"a specifc moment" that is an instant or longer and "a specific moment" can be "one
occasion." The adverb. "only" in the extended phrase by Haywood "on one occasion ody"
refers to the restriction of absence of iterativity as discussed in an earlier paragraph in this
section.
2.2.4 Time: a specific moment--the acml present

On one end of the time restriction on the determinate, there is what Forsyth calls "the

actual present " (1970:147). An example of the usage of 'the acnial present" would be found

m stage directions such as, "{Oa ne se^ no necmeqe H 6emm B 38n--'He climbs up the
srairs and runr into the hall')."

This means that "the climbing" and "the ruming" is in

progress "now." If this were not a stage direction the verbs could be translated as "is
climbing" and "Lt nuining" to indâate an English translation of the Russian deteminate sub-

aspect.
The exphnation by Forsyth that "the imperfective denotes the a c m l present of

contempraneous actions" (Forsyth 1970:147) or "analogous viewpoints adopted with
reference to the p s t or

(Forsyth 1WO:3 19) c m be specifcdly applied to determinate

verbs. In a global sense. as fàr as &terminate verbs are concerna "the motion of the subject

is, as it were, observeci taking place howu'(1970: 3 19). whether the observer is in the pst.
the present, or the future. See the discussion on tense in Segment 22.8.
T h e point of the a c W present" (Forsyth 1970:319), i.e.. an instant of tirne. is the
narrowest moment of the "moment of tirne" (Forsyth lWO:3 19). A "point" or "an instant
of t h e " is a length of tirne that c m o t be any shorter. It lacks any appreciable length. It
does not have duration. Tirne (t) = zero.

Italic emphasis mine.

The "durationl' of time is made up of "instants" or "points" of tirne. At any point
along the üne of movement of the subject, the speaker/ observer can take a view that is
limiteci to a particular moment of time, an instant. This is the case for the extreme end (one

instant) of the gamut of the meaning of "moment of tirnet' rather than the other extent (of
continuous action at one 'go').
Each instant of time, as it pertains to detemate motion, is found within a limited
duration of time-hm the pomt the action starts to the penultimate point before it is fmished.

That is. the subject of a determinate verb never gets to its destination. always k i n g "in
process." When action expressed by the determinate verb is progressing. acmlity. the sense

of happening now, ernanates. Within this 'howness" are included specifc instantaneous
moments of time.
The scope of the view of an instant of time is so narmw that it excludes indeteminate

motion. Even ifthe present tense of the indeterminate were u s a for instance, "(Ceirsac
XODT

B

OH

CW--'He is walking in the garden just m')"
this "viewpoint of the present

moment" ''cmnever coincide with the instantaneous moment of the actual presenttl(Forsyth
1970:322). There is a presentation of an inherently wider view lasting a number of moments

of time in x o m - t y p e

VOM.

Whenever the speaker1observer transfen his concentration

fkom the wider view to the movement happening at any particular instant he must apply the
determinate verb:
{CeHnac OH x o g m B W. BOTOH ceirnac w ë ~
no Tponmrce OT K a m n r w K
n6no~e-'He is walking in the gnrden jusr now. There he is walking along the pu th
Rom the gale towards the apple tree' ) (Forsyth l970:322).

Understanding of the whole thought of the sentence in which is used the determinate fom

requires not only the instantaneous perception provided by the verb mm 'to go'. but
"memory" of source and "anticipation" or view of goal.

22.5 Tinte: continuou motion at one "go"
As a conrrast to an "instant1'of time being used to describe the focus of determinate

motion. Fonyth presents an example of "continuous motion at one 'go."' lasting more than

an instant through the total duration of the action:
{ C K O ~ KBPeMeHW
O
OH Cïûp18 6 y w e ~ a ~ bHe
? 3HaK).

DWaTb, D W a T b

rrrrra (Semyonov: Petrovka; as cited in Forsyth (1970:320))-JHow long will it take
him to get here? Z don't k m . Abour iwenry or t w e n p f i e minutes'). (translated by

Forsyth (1WO:32O))
Ward (1%5:254) states that the length of the time that the action involves, when the

determinative verb is ernployed, is immaterial as is shown by his cornparison of the following
two sentences: "{Om ex-

Becb aem--'Theywere driving ali day')" and "{Becb AeHb OKH

e3parm no ropow--'Ail day t k y drove around the town')." In the fmt sentence the whole

day "is reduced to a moment of observation. or the moment of observation is any moment
during the day" (Ward 1%5:254). In the second sentence "the day is not reduced to a single

moment of observation. nor is a single moment exmcted from the day and observed in
isolation" (Ward 1%5:254) and thus the determinate cannot be us&.

Instead the

indeterminate is appropriate.

Forsyth presents another example where the time element, "a specifc moment." as it
a p p h to VOM. is not indicated and thus the indeterminate rather than the determinate must
be use& {Mamm emë He yMem xo-!

( ~ h s o v a ) ~ ~ - -baby
' ~ h ecan't walk yet!) (Forsyth

l970:32 1). This is because, the motion that is basically denoted in these verbs is "motion as

a generalized phenomenon without reference to any specific occasion" (Forsyth lWO:32 1).

This goes dong with the definition of indeterminate motion given by Forsyth: "verbsof the
x 0 ~ ~ î type
.a

never express a single progression along a path ar a given rnomen/'"

(1970:321).

l2

Forsyth refers to texts and authors, often without specific source references.

l3

Itaiic emphasis mine.

22.6 T h e : POV
The panicular moment of tirne chosen to be demibed in the sentence is dependent on

the view that the speaker/ observer takes. See Figure 4.5 and its explmation in Segment
4.1.8. Views of the action by the observer can be made dong '"the lengthl' of the action and

what I caU "the breadth" or "depth" of the movement depending upon whether the verb is
detenninate or indeterminate. By this 1 mean a detenninate verb wiU refer to an instant of
thne dong the length of the action (Figure 4.5(c)) while the indeterminate verb will refer to
the total time spent on the action which inchides the length and breadth of the completed tour

(Figure 4S(b)), no matter how many times it is repeated (Figure 4.5(a)).
2.2.7 'Xctualpresent" and Tense
When we are talking about time in reference to mm-type VOM we do not mean

tense. The sustainment of the notion of the acml present in "analogous viewpoints adopted
with reference to the past or future" (Forsyth 1970:319) indicates that grammatical tense.
generally, does not nul@ the sense that the action is happening "now." Determinate action
which has the sense of 'hownessess"
or "actuality" can be descnbed from the present. past, and
funire, whether the event described is taking place m the present or not, because tense merely

"denote[s] thne in relation to the moment of speech" (-(1%0:1:521).

as

presented in Forsyth (1970:299)).
The notion of tense suggests a spatial as weli as temporal nuance in its meaning.
When a speaker comments on the action. he places hirnself at a point relative to the t h e continuum of the action. This position c m be expressed grammatically by tense in past.
present or friture forms. It could be said. that no matter the "tense" an observer/speaker is
at. or no matter the tirne at which the speaking noting the motion occurs. he cm still be
describing "a specinc moment m time"of the action This time is reduced to the sense of "the
now,"the mual present. According to the laws of physics. at this specific moment of t h e
the body is now m h g in one direction This idea will be developed later. The determinate

verb is used to describe the action m process as if it were happening now, whatever the tense
required. The observer's viewpoint incluâes "tense" and a thne intenta1 that is "a specifc
moment of tirne."

Looking at Figure 2.1, assume a body is moving from A to B. At the moment of
speech 8 the orinscient speaker is positioned at (v2) and he observes the body in motion at

(pz) at (t2), he may say about it, "Ceimac OHO m ë MHMO
~ ~ e m - - l iist going by me now')."
At the moment of speech if the omniscient observer is at position (v2) and the body has not
I
~em--'Soonit
reached (p2) at (a)from (pl), he can say "(C~opoOHO 6 y ~ ~e T ~E MHMO

will be going by me')." As has been pointed out, the future can also be indicated with the
present form of the cietenninate VOM and an adverb of tirne: ( C ~ o p oOHO u ë MHMO
~ Mem-

-'Som it will be going &y mef>. At the moment of speech, if the omniscient observer is
positioned at (v2) and the body has passed (p2) at (t2) m the direction of (p3). he cm Say "{B
npomoM oao rano MRMO ~ e m - - ' l nthe past it was going by me')." The motion can be
viewed as stiH occuITing in the a c m l present. at a specific moment, in spite of the position
of the observer/ speaker and hisher relationship to the tirne-continuum.
22.8 T h e : common temporal distinctions between detenninate and indetemina te voM

The common distinctior~sbetween detenninate and indeterminate, such as specijîcl
generalized. concretel absnact. or acmU potential.frequentativel non-frequentative. al1
incorporating temporal references, are adequate in most applications. For instance, "{OH
X O ~ H TB

IUKOW--'He
goes to sehoor)" is "a general statement. with no reference to any

specific occasion of going" (Foote 1967:8). In contrast. "{OH m ë B~nurony--'He is going
to schoor)" is "a statement that the subject is now on a given occasion [and observed at a
specifc instant] on his way to school" (Fwte 1967:8).
Foote States that determinate verbs point to specifc moments--"a particular or
concrete performance of the action" (Foote 1967:7): however, he continues, movement on

a particular occasion can also be described by the xop,rrb-type: "{OH c e a a c x o m no
KOMH~T~--'&
the moment he is wulking about the room')" is "no kss 'actuai' or 'concrete'
B IWOJIY--['H~
is on the woy tu sehoor]}--the action is in progress at the
than {OH K Q ~ T

moment of observation" (Foote 1967%). Fmte points out that the dinerence in the use of
the xommtype or --type

in the situation of a specifÏc occasion "lies not in the actuality

or potemiality of the action, but in the nature of the movement" (1%7:8). Forsyth, as well.

presents an example of the xo-type

expressing motion on a specifc occasion: "xorul~a"

in the past tense also "cari express movement 'on one occasion only.' albeit, a two-way

journey: {II xo-

B

au<o~~~--il
went to school (and came back)')"(1963: 147).

On the other hancl, the implication that --type

verbs cannot express repeated

action (as implied by the opposition non-freguentativel frequentative) is false.I4 Determinate
verbs cm refer to habitua1 or typicul actions (which are not "specifc rnovements"):
" { K i i l ~ ~ b aew
~ir B

9 OH me^ B ~ o ~ ~ o p y - - ' E v&y
e r ya? 9 he goes to the oflce')" (Foote

1967:7). This is not a particular or concrete performance of the action, but every morning
at 9 if you looked out a window. for instance. you would see hirn wallcing along his path
toward his goal. The action is straightforwardly advancing and this typical action is reduced
to a moment of observation.
Determinate verbs cm refer to potenrial actions in general statemenrs: "{Iipmmo
non ,qomë~--'Itsnice to walk in the raid)" (Foote 1%7:7). Whenever one walks in
the rah, it is on one occasion. Each time, there is emphasis in actually doing it once on each

occasion and enjoying it. Every t h e , it is "envisaged as 'acmal' or in progress." It is the
specinciiy of the t h e that it is raining that is being emphasized. If the observer looks out at

a given tirne, he sees a person wallung in the min. When that moment occurs the speaker/
observer can Say " w ë ~ to
" deçcribe the walking individual. The occasion is "reduced to a
moment of observation" (Ward 1%5:254). To repeat Foote's words. "the clifference here lies
not in the ncncaliry or potentialiry of the action, but in the nature of the movement "ls

(1%7:8). What is significant here is that the walkuig be propssing "along a line."
The understanding that action is happening "nowu is not the same as action king

observeci "now." Action happening "now" may be expressed by both determinate and
indeterminate verbs. but action, obsemed "now," at a given instant, and proceeding along a
line, is expressed almost all of the time only by the determinate.

l4

See the discussion on singulative/collective in Segment 4.1.6.

l5

Bold and italic attributes mine.

UnidVectwMüty as the defnitive description of ~ m t y p motion
e
The notion of 'iinidirectiondiîy" is often used as the basis for the meanhg of mm-

type VOM (Forsyth 1970:320). IsaCenko states that:
M,
3 ~ a ~ e f c ~o xep ~
a m. m ~ M c I [3a
( E g m c m e ~ l r n rO~~ I ~ I fIeHmfefZIIeMaIM
raaronami pmceHm BO B c e x KomeKCTax, m w e T c x S H ~ S ~ H
O ] I H O H ~ p â B J I e E i H O(TW
~
mm) H HeHUiPaBJIeHHOCTII (TH11 XO&W~%)(as cited
m Ward 1%5:252)--The single common unchanging meaning preservedfor verbs
of &on in al1contexrs is the meaning of unidirectio~iiry( ~ o m t y p eand
) non[uni]directionality ( x o m t y p e)').

IsaCenko's definition above irnplies that ail mm-type verbs have one unchanging
rrieaning m common m al1 shiations--unidirectional motion AmpQing Isafenko's statement.
Ward (1%5:252) a& that ail other meanings describing a determinate verb are derived from
the notion that "on al1 occasions" a determinate verb means "motion in one direction." The

key to recognizing the characteristics of the movement that is inherent in wm-type is in
undentandhg the meaning of the words used in the explanation of the motion.
2.3.2 Concepts suggested by the word "direction": 'koal." displacement. and "motion
along a üne"
As the list of features in Table 2.1 shows, in the tenn '%udirectionality" and in the

other variations attemptnig to express the same rrieaning ("in or@ one direction," "in a defmite
direction." "in a specifx direction," "unity of direction." etc.), the element "direction" is the
common constituent in the various definitions of mm-type VOM. Forsyth states that the
defintion of the notion of "direction" should be more starkly delineated. He cautions, as
others have done. to avoid obscuring distinctions in the meaning of "direction" as it applies
to VOM: '"direction' must not be confused with "the stated goal of the joumey" (1963: 148).
Addressing the notion l'direction"Forsyth separates. what he c d s . the "more concrete factor

of destination or purpose" (1970:320).or goal, from what one may call. by inference. the
"more abstract f5ictof1--onenmionof motion along a line. one instanr ut a time." The latter
descripion c m be cornpacted mto the words, "simple motion along a line." He relegates the

tem "direction" to the last-mentioned concept. Foote would refer to Forsyth's "stated goal

H ~

of the joumey" as "direction in the more normal sense" (Foote 1967:7). The nuances of
"direction," (henceforth, direction) will be delved into presently.

From this point, the "more abstract factor," "direction (as simple motion dong a
line)" will also be refened to with the form "DECTION"(in small capitals). The fom
"DIRE~ON"
will

be used distinctly from the "more concrete factor," "direction (as stated

destination. purpose, or goal)." This description will usually be shortened to "direction (as
stated goal)," or simpiy ''stated gwl." Another nuance of direction is "direcüon (as the
result of displacerneni over an elapsed time intervd)" to which the form

"m"

(underlined) WU refer. Peny's is one defintion of the determinate verb which attempts to
include these facets of direction: "definite imperfective Micates motion characterized as
k i n g direcred tavardi some goal or proceeding in some one direction or partaking of a
specifc ~ m r e (1950:627).
"
Figure 2.2 is an illustration including the "more abstract" and
"more concrete" notions of direction.
The idea of direction cm also be looked at as having sratic and non-static
components. Diation (as a smted goal) is satic; direction (as simple motion dong a line)
and direction (as the resulr of dispiizeernent over elapsed tim)are non-static. Within a
sentence using the determinate verb, there may be a goal identifed-it never changes. but it
is never achieved. D I R E ~ I O
and
N &&m are not directly mentioned in a sentence but are

definable, constantly changing and always king achieved.
23.3 Direction (as destimtion. purpose. or goal)
In his article, Forsyth (1963:147) questions what is meant by the phrase "one defmite

direction" as found in the depiction (meant as a contrast to the X O ~ - t y pverb)
e that an
mm-type verb "describes a movement which takes place in one defînite direction"16

(Pulkina, Zakhava-Nekrasova). Forsyth observes that it is inadequate to conclude that
because "a definite direction" is mentioned one automatically uses mm. As a case in point

he presents that one cannot declare that "directiont1is any more defmite in the sentence "(II

l6

Italic emphasis mine.

B

mony--'l am going to schocoi')" than in the sentence "{II xomy

B

m~o~ry--'l
go ro

schwr )" (1963: 147). Forsyth is referring to direction (as a stated desti~tion)
here.

As well as questioning the adequacy of the distinction "a defnite directiot~,"~~
Forsyth (1%3: 147) challenges the adequacy of Semeonoffs identification of a deteminate
motion f m e as action "perfornzed with a defnite purpose. "18 Forsyth (1%3 :147) points
out that "the purpose implied by any joumey or series of joumeys expressed by a xowm-type
verb can be just as defmite as that implied by an --type
Ha

verb, e.g., "{Oaa m a / xomara

@ e p ~ sa
y ~ o ~ r o ~ o ~ -wendwar
- ' S k going' or 'She wenthed ro go ro the fam to get

milk')." Dimiion (as a stated goal) is not exclusive to the defuiition of the mm-type VOM

and is just as important in sentences with xown-type VOM (Forsyth 1970:320). Thus the

question of the mterrogative adverb "rcyna?" can be answered in the sentences with both the

mm- and x o ~ n - t y p eVOM.
What. Fonyth says, is lacking in both cases is the mention of "a defmite moment of
tirne" (Fonyth 1 x 3 :148). He is suggesting the interrelationshipof the notions of time and

h c t i o n . which wiU be developed presently. So far, it seems that each attempt discussing

the notion of time leads to the inclusion of the notion of direction and vice versa.
Ahhough the words used m each sentence of the two sets of examples of direction

(as a srated destination)andl or direction (as a smted purpose) are the same, i.e., 'to schoor
and 'tu thefarm for m i k ' the thrust of the direction of the motion irnplied by the verb types
is not identical. There is a difference in the complexity of the "direction." With the

indeterminate verb, the purpose is not only to get rnilk but it is to retum with it. The action
of the subject is in more than one way. Within the determinate verb. the purpose is only to
be gomg to get the m

a the mük is not yet picked up, and cerrainly not yet brought back. The

action is only in one way. The difference here is found in the notion of direction (as the
resuZt of displocement over eiùpsed tinte).

I7

Italic emphasis mine.

l8 In the original, Semeonoff itaücizes "purpose." 1 add the italic emphasis to the
phrase and bold "purpose."

As well as the identification of direcîion (as stated goal) not king exclusive in

sentences with either sub-aspect, its designation does not have to be mentioned in either
x o m - or mm-type sentences. A stated goal is not necessary. Such is the case in the

fonowing sentence with an nidetefininate verb: { P ~ ~ ~ HmoeKxom--'The child is already
walking' ).
23.4 DIRECTION: the "abstract" concept of direction. i.e.. "simple motion along a linet'

..

defmes the word "direction" as "the point roward

which sornething faces or the line along which something moves or lied9 ["north." "up."
' I f o ~ r d a" d 'le$?" are directions]." The excerpt most relevant Born the above dictionary
defÏnition of Tiirection" is "the ihe dong which something moves." It attests to the idea of
"movement along a line" already stated as inherent in the meaning of

DIREmION.

The

discussion on direction (as movement dong a line) leads us into the reah of mathematical
and physical concepts. The dictionary also describes a '%ne." as a mathematical term this
way: "the path of a moving point. thought of as having length but not breadth. whether
straight or cun,ed."* For our puposes. "thepath of a moving point' is the path of a moving
body. Again. line is connected with the representation of movement.

In terms introduced by Foote. "motion dong a line" has "context." That is.

description of VOM can be envisaged in relation to a line. The "context" of VOM ranges from
motion along one line. one time; to motion ript along one line, ~f one tirne; to motion along

"no line at all" (Foote 1967:8). The three conditions represent determinate (contextual).
indeterminate (contextual) and indeterminate (noncontextual) motion. respectively. The
notion of "context" in relation to a "iine"is more fully developed in Section 4.1.0.
As rnaintained by Foote. determinate motion is "a simple movement along o line
(mwe&oe

n ; ~ ~ e m i e ) I(Foote
' ' ~ l967:7), which he States is one of the three idenwing

l9

Italics to this point in the dictionary deffition are mine.

'O

Italic emphasis mine.

" italic emphasis mine.

features of am-type VOM. Foote explains that "asimple muvernent dong a line" is what
is rneant when the phrase "motion in one direction" is used in descnbing k~n,m-typeverbs in

definitions, of which some bave ken CM.
As pomted out before, it is not the compass point
indicating a specific direction that concerns us, but the general idea of DIRECTIONas the
orientation of motion progressing forward dong a he.
The idea of motion is inherent in the meaning of DIRECTION,

which is the essence of

unidirectiodty, the feature typicâl of am-type verbs. The meaning of "uni-" which

modifies "direction" is expressed by synonyms such as "one," "specific," "defmite," "given,"
"unity of' in the defmitions listed in Table 2.1. The concept of "unity of direction" is also
inherent m the notion DIRECTION. Since in its basic hterpretation. the definition of DIRECTION

as "simple [denoting "single"] motion along a line" envelops the idea of "one" or "unity" of
direction, the use of the prefix "uni" serves only as emphasis.
According to Foote, m specdygig the meanhg of "direction," the use of the modifien
"defmite" or "precise"in the various defmitions of the determinate verb may "suggest too
precise a flavor into what may be quite a casual action" (19679). He proposes "definable"
as a "generaily better" description of "direction" as it penains to mm-type VOM (1%7:7).
It seems that his use of the adjective "casual" contradicts with the use of the adjectives
"definite" or "precise." but 1suggest that what he means is that the movement is dynarnic and
flexible. not ngidS fixed dong a "stnight line." but tbws freely as it progresses along a "line"

in its intended direction. DWerent %ne"orientations are discussed below.

Funhermore, I interpret his preference for calling "direction" "definable" to mean
that the "direction" ex-

by a determinate VOM can be "defmed" by reference to a point

in tirne (an instant) and a point in space (location). This is the subject of the next Chapter.
A drawback to the phme "movement in one direction" is that it may be understood

to suppose movement along a line that is smight (as distinct from movement in one
direction). "Movernent dong a linel' can be diagramrnatically described by a simple arrow.
"->," "(not necessarily smight)" (Foote 1967:7). Forsyth also stresses that

'defdteness of direction' in connection with idti-type verbs does not imply motion
in a saaight line or without changes of direction: the path followed may be
extremely tortuous, but at any given moment in one's progress dong it one is
moving in the same [a definable] direction-ahead, towards the end of the path.
(1963: 148).
A person may walk m zigzags, but can stùl progress m a gerieral line that takes him away from

some notional staning point towards some notional goal, e.g., {OH 3maram mën

K

n o ~ y - - ' H zigzagged
e
tuwurd the house'). The observer always has a "global" view of the

action in mïnd, but the verb am, 'to go on foot specifically describes the action "at a aven

moment."
Forsyth points out that. l'the concept of unity of direction in determinate verbs
covea not only a single hear path in space. but also centrifuga1 [waves] and cenmpetal
[funnel] motion, m which the smgle direction is away from or towards a focal point" Forsyth
1970:320). The phrase {OTaero rnnn BOJIHM--'sending
out ripples [sic]') in the following
sentence is an exarnple of motion in which there is rnovernent in a "single direction away from

. . .a focal point":
..

BbUï.ïeJ'i HapyXy, ~POCHJICSI B B O W C LIIYMOM H ~ O ~ b i ilon
J I
{.
~ I B ~ H
AO>K~~M
IWPOKO
,
BPM~XHBBRP ~ K B M H H
, OT Hero UUIW BOJIH~I--'~V~IIIvunych went

oitside, jwnped into the water with a loud splarh and swam 08in the rain with
wide strokes, sending ofJ ripples') (Chekhov: K@~QYI& as cited in Forsyth

(1970:320)).
These examples also hply the notion of direction (as the result of displacement over elapsed

tirne).
See Figure 2.2 for some possible variations in determinate type 'lines of motion."

The non-progressive nature of x o m - t y p e motion will be more M y developed and
diagrarnmed later. For examples of indeterminate type "lines of motion" see Figures 4.2 and
4.5. D m o ~the, "more absuact" feature of direction, will be more fully discussed in the

next chapter where the definition of motion in VOM will be presented as a concept found in
the scientifc discipline of kinetic physics.

235 D L e c t h (athe result of displacernent over elapsed rime)
Implied in the notion of "simple motion along a line" as it pertains to determinate

motion is ''the advancement along a lineuof an inmitive subpct or a transitive object. Such
pmgmdve m t i o 8 mvohres the subject or object m a "change of location" (Foote 1967:7).
This, Foote srates, is the second identifying feature of determinate motion. The objects
"change of locationffimplies displacement, which is the third nuance involving the meaning

of direction. If an object is displaced over an elapsed interval of tirne, it also has dirrction

relative to a fi-ame of reference.
This is not the case with indeteminate verbs. One of the more extensive uses of

indeterminate verbs is "the expression of repeated joumeys. frequently irnplymg a shuttle
movement between two points" (1970:322). As an example, he presents this sentence:
"(06epa~bH Hosesam namuros x o m go~oir--'Donilmwent home every night to eut and

sleepf)" (Panova:

m.as cited in Forsyth (1970:322)). This action shows the absence

of displacement and thus. the absence of direction (as the result of displacement owr
ehpsed rime). The above concept will be discussed in detail in mathematicd physics terms

in Chapter m.
not necessary to be stated
As pointed out above, direction (as a stnted goal) does not necessarily have to be

23.6 D I R E ~ Oand
N

included with either the determinate or indeterminate verb in sentences. Furthemore,

diredion (as simple motion along a line) and direction (as the result of displacemenfover
elapsed time) are not specifically described in --type

phrases:

The person or thing moving or moved may have no special interest in where the
movement win lead Ahhough, more ofien than not the action of a determinate verb
is motivated by an intention of getting oneself or something somewhere, this is not
essential, and, providing the action rernains simple (i.e., advancing dong a Une) it
can be quite airnless. or even unconscious. (Foote 1967:7)

" Not to be confuseci with pmgressivity, which emphasizes time rather than
space.

The reason direction (as the line along which an object mmoves) does not have to be specified

is that the notion of unidirectionality is essentially inherent in the underlying-lexical
meaning of the detenninate verb: mm-type VOM mean "motionalong a line." Therefore.

a literal statement that motion is flowing along a line does not have to be made. Making the
same point mther way, Ward indicates the underlyiog-lexical meaning of the detenninate
verb: "what a verb such as mm actually does is to present the action as observed at a
particular moment in its progress" (Ward 1962253). The word "acwallyVin Ward's

statement emphasizes that this is the inherent undertying-lexical meaning of the deteminate
verb, i.e., the implication that emanates when the verb is applied. This emphasizes that the
gist of the meaning of the verb is expressed by the verb itself--further description does not
need to be made.

What, he mdicates. is relevant in the following example void of a stated goal is that
the motion be progresmg along a Iine. 'Direction in the normal sense" (Foote 1%7:7) (here
Foote means direcîion (as a stated goai)) is immaterial "where aii the subject is concemed
with is the enjoyment gained from participation in an activity under particular conditions"
o nop. & o > ~ ~ ë ~ - nice
- ' I t sto walk in the raid)" (Foote
(Foote 1%7:7): " ( I I p r n ~ ~WTH
1967:7).

"Direction in a normal sense" is irrelevant "where what matters is the rate of

progressu: (Iioe3n a ë 6srcrpo--Inte
~
train is going fari) (Foote 1%7:7). What is relevant
is that the motion be progressing along a line.
Forsyth asserts that "direction is a dynamic concept d e f d with r e k n c e to the
starting point of the motion or its 'aim' at any point in its development" (1%3: 148). Here.
Fonyth is refening to the notions of "goal,""motion a h g a line" and "displacement." In

other words, from any point in the development of the motion. direction (as the result of
displocemenî) can be defied with reference to either the begiming or the end of the action

and points m between. The "aim" may be "B

u r ~ o n y'to schooZ'"(meaning aimed at the goal

m ~ o n a )or,
, for instance, "no y m e , eanpa~o.''or the "airnurnay not be expressed at all:
{He mme TaK 6b1c~po--'Don't
wak so fast')." D r ~ m and
o m
~
.
being dynarnic

concepts. are always changing as the action proceeds because the position of a moving object
is always changing. Direction (as the result of displacement over elapsed rime) and

direction (as motion along a line) are manifestations of velocity, the former of average
velocity and the htter of instantaneous velocity. The difference between the two concepts

has to do with the extent of the time interval taken into consideration. See Chapter III.
Diriection (as a srated goal) may only be "a point of cal1 on a round trip or a series

of joumeys {OH X

O ~ T
B LIIKOJIY

or OH^ x o m a

Ha

@ e p ~ 3a
y

MOJIOKOM)''

(Forsyth

1963: 148), but this is not direction (as simple motion along a line), nor direction (as the
result of displacement over elapsed time).Direction (as a stated goal), the "more concrete"

concept, may be found in sentences that contain either sub-aspect, but it is only the
determinate that implies DIRECTIONor m.The latter meanings are primary in the
determinate verb, king aspectual. and exclusive and noncontexhial; the former

Û

secondary. k i n g non-exclusive, non-aspectmi, and contextual. See Segment 1.4.4.
2.3.7 Bearing, direction, and tqjectory
The term "bearing,"(the identification of the position of a n object relative ro a

reference frame) when applied to a moving object. can be considered to have the same

meaning as DIRECTION.
DIRECTION
is the bearing of an object as it moves along a he.

Direction is also the bearing of an object whose motion is detemined by average
displacement. From a kinetics (the study of motion) mv, b d n g is a dynamic concept
because it describes the changing position of a moving object.
Bearing is a derived notion because the beariog of a "movingt' object cannot be

measured directly--the direction of a moving object must be extrapolated from two
dimensions: time (an instant) and space (location). The bearing of a moving object c m be

.

described by a trajectory representing the changing position of an object at each instant or

an elapsed time intervai involving its movement. The DIRECTION of the tmjectory of a
moving obbpct is identified at a point in tirne and a point in space. This is further developed
in Chapter III.
2.3.8 A manifestation of the abstract notion of unidirectional@ (Ward)
Let us h k at two sentences inspired by Ward (1%5:254): (S 1) { T p o r m ~ ~m
a
B

ë~

nec--'The pathway goes (leuds) ro the forest') and (S2) { U e n o s e ~a ë B nec--'The
~
mon

is going (is on his way) to the forest'). (See Figure 2.3 for a visual representation of the

sentences.) The grammatical subject, " ~ p o ~ ain. (S
" 1 ) irseif represents a "path" that is
spatially fuced--it carmot change its course. (b). PhysicaUy, the nail can lead oniy in one
direction, towards the declared goal--the forest. If you mm your head and look in the
opposite direction, the path aLFo leads h m the forest. At any particular moment, I'when one
looks at it [the nail],it is still there and it is still leading in one direction" (Ward 1%5:254).
Under these conditions, "mm"rather than "xogwnf' must be used to describe how the trail
goes: the use of "XO-"

is wmng. Two things are presented here: (1) a fixed pathway leads

toward or nom a direction and (2) if viewed at any one moment it is always leading in one
direction. The trail ultimateiy is going one way. and at any moment it has one direction.

.

Consider the footpath a physical manifestation of the abstract notion of unidirectionality
"movement in one direction."

U&e the grammatical subject of S1 pomma 'thepathway'). the grammatical
subject of S2 nen no se^ 'the m m ' ) is free to change direction of the path or line he takes to
the forest; however. whatever the shape of the route he takes. it is his intention to take t
going into the forest. The man going to the forest could take a route that is sirnilar to the
fixeci path mentioned above: however. it does not have to be this sarne path. Whatever the

shape of "the" path (e.g., (a), (b), or (c) in Figure 2.3) it is 'bis" path to the forest and thus
"fmed"like that of the TpomHKa 'pathw~y.'

This coincides with the idea that the road toward any goal has only one ultirnate
direction When you add the veetors of the directionalarrows the object in motion ultimately

has one general Mng--'toward the forest." in this way one c m see how the motion of the

grammatical subjecv object along its route is unidireetional. Even though the path of an
object m motion is m the process of bemg created and its DIRECTIONcan change as it is k i n g
evolved, the goal or the ultimate direction is already preordained In a sense. it is a fxed
entity We the Tponma. 'the pathway' and the determinate verb must be used.
In the following sentence. there is the use of an mm-type verb in a context where
the motion described seems non-unidirectional at fmt giance:

{COB~TC
KOCMOHaBT
I ~ ~ ~ t3WI II0 k m CKBO3b JIeC IIPHBeTCTBWHO MUlI)WWX
p y (I(mkadil
~
1995, as cited in Ward (1965:257))--'TheSoviet spaceman drove
through England through a forest of han& waving welcome' ).(Ward 1%5:257)

Although the grammatical subject has its own will, his tour of Engand is govemed by
preordained plans that he must follow. There is the implication that the itinerary is dong a
fixed path like the pathway to or h m the forest and it is king followed. Furthermore. no

matter what tums it takes, at the specifc moment at which it is viewed. it has only one
direction (DREC~ION) .
In the foilowmg sentence the ''deys" have a fixed spatial orientation like that of the

''Tpowrma 'pathway'":
{OXJIOMOH
OXOTOBI L I ~ J IT ~ M H ~ I M nepeymam
H
K Borne (Pil'nyak; as cited in
Ward (1%5:255))--10khZorrwnOzhogov made his way through dark alleys towards
the Volga'). (Translated by Ward (1965255))
Ahhough the akys rnay run in various directions, about the d e y s one can only Say that "OHM
WT,"

notUoaa x o ~ r throughout
"
the tom. The underlying fsed path of the route

expresses accurately the unidirectional concept of mm-typemotion. Ozhogov as well has
a pathway that is ftxed toward the river, although there may be tums in the p h . the path is
still gohg m one D

~

O

with
N one ukimate destination. Ward comments on the sentence:

'The alleys may have run in varbus directions but the subject was moving at any one time in

one direction" (Ward 1%5:255).
2.3.9 Idioms and dùecfionaliry
Depemiing upon the context of the action. each member of the --type/

xomra-

type pair, having by definition the same lexical meaning but a different grammaticai meaning.

may in theory be interchanged in the sarne sentence, but there are plenty of sentences where

on& one wiIi make sense. When both members of a VOM pair cannot Iogicdy be used in the

same sentence, the restficted application is cailed "idiomatic." These idiomatic constructions
are also often called "rnetaphoric." The use of " w r r ~'to~go"' in the sentence " f l p o n u ~ ~ a

m ë B~nec--'îlepothicay goes to the forest')" cm be considered metaphorical:

(1 ) since the

path &selfin physical feality is not capable of movement; and (2) grammatically, x o m can

never make sense in the sentence, except perhaps in a faixy taie.

The book. roa-oro

(1985), for exarnple.

B, -

lists "nepeaocme 'metaphoricar"uses of both categories of verbs (Pekhiivanova, Lebedeva

1985239,246).

anni-type verbs cm be used in expressions like ( r o m 6ery~--'Tirne

flies') or C ~ ~ m
I Më n3
~ ~py6bl--'Smkeis comingfrom the chimney'). In
(1964). we !hd {3&ecb¶ a m mhl(o--'lt

He

of

ofen raim here') or { T ~ M
mmorna

m ë crier--Tt
~
never snows there') (Gronicka, Bates-Jakobson 1964:240). These are

examples of things that can only run or flow in a f ~ e direction:
d
tirne, blood, tean, sweat,

rain, etc. Foote (1967:15) c a h them "'steady stream' actions." The paths, govemed by
gravity, that these physical substances follow go in one direction--dong a "line." They have

oniy one source and cannot retum to it. By nature, the paths of %aer ! s f t ~ wand
~ ~ "rop,br
'
'years"'from the sentences, "{C~erE@T--'Z~ is snowingl)" and "{Tom 6ery~--'Theyears

fly')," respectively, behave like tqjecfones of projectiles. See Chapter III.
The indeteminate forms are aIso used idiomatically. The motion of an leurring,'
"cepbral'as used m the sentence, {OH HOCET

o r ~ r ycepbry, 'He wears one

earringl)does not

behave like the tmjectory of a projectile. It depends upon the wearer for its movement.
OnIy the indeterminate form. HOC^. of the verb of motion pair c m be used in the above

sentence. The determinate verb if used in the latter sentence cannot mean "to wear."
The so-called idioms that do not M the rneaning of =-type

and x o m - t y p e VOM

are often a c W y ideal representations of the essential motion definhg the determinate or
indeteminate motion. For example. the "idiorns" above using mrnï demand paths of
unidirectional motion while HOCHT~,meaning "toWear something" can only express nonunidirectional movement.
2.4.0 Tinte and D I R E ~ O Nin determinate verbs

Foote, Forsyth, Cioran and others acknowledge the interrelationship of time and
what is called DIREC~IONin this thesis in the defmition of deteminate motion. As wifl be

shown, an accounting of both notions are required for an adequate defuition of uni-type
movement.
2.4.1 T h e intertwined with D I R E C ~ O N
Forsyth (1963:148) points out that the description of

mm as movement

"in

process," "in fact implies the specification of both time and direction." which. he concludes.

is its most satisfactory portrayal. He attests that determinate verts in the process of action

express "motiontaking p k e at a specifc moment and therefore in one dire~tion'"~
(Forsyth

1970:320). According to him, this defmition sets forth the meanhg of the determinate verb
and covers nearly alI its uses (1%3:148).
At a particular moment in t h e "the person's motion is observed or pictured: he
actually is on the way at that moment. and is therefore going in one direction" (Forsyth
1963:148). Forsyth backs up this conclusion with an anaiogy h-om physics: "at a given

moment a body cannot possibly be moving in more than one direction" (1 %3: 148). As an
example he points out that a Russian meeting another and wanting to fmd out where he is
gomg must use the mm-type verb rather than the xoL[Hm-type in the conversation "{Kyna
BH y q ë ~ e ?R ~ q By6~6niro~e~y--'Where
are you

going? I am going to t h librury'}."

To Ward, although the expression of motion in one direction by a m is basically a
spatial notion, he concedes that the concept of direction has a "tempoml (but not a tense)
basis" (1%5:254), making the same point as Forsyth. Ward expkirrs. "if one wants to express

the whole of or a stretch of." (1%5:254) but not a moment of a complex motion. one does
not use the determinate, because the action is no longer king observed at a particular

moment. In the sentence "{Beca geHb OHH C~PL&TIHno ropogy--'AU &y they drave around
the town')" (Ward 1%5:254) with no reference to a single point of time in the route, "the

action cannot be perceived as preceding in one direction" (1%5:254). Thus it is a nonunidirectional, complex action-& this case. a multidirectional action.

The notion of time mtertwined with D E c r r o N in the meaning of mm dernands an

observer (ml or impüed) as a factor in the description. From the
2'

Italic emphasis mine.

POV

of the observer/

speaker of the sentence, the action is observed as happening "now."
2.4.2 One graphic view of the interdependent relatiomhip of the elements of rime and

directwn
Figure 2.4 is an attempt to visually describe the notions of time and direction as

they apply to the VOM. Diagram (a) envisions as separate entities the elements of time and
space that describe the motion of a body:
(1) A time interval in which a verb of motion may be involved is represented by the

rectangle described by the short-dashes, (tl). This tirne duration can be considered an
occasion of time, an event.
(2) The corresponding space covered in that tirne is designated by the rectangle

described by the long dashes, (dl).
(3) The p r o p i o n of an object (O) in time is indicated by the wavy short-dashed
line, (t2).

(4) The same object (*)in the same event is moving dong a path showhg a

progressive change in location. This is represented by the wavy longdashed line, (d2).
Diagram (b) envisions the elements of t h e and space, dexribing the motion of a
body. as an integrated unit:
(5) The desiption (tdl) pmpoints the location of the moving object at a particular
instant within the space covered within the duration of time. The DIRECTION of the motion
can be derived here, relative to a reference frame. The determinate verb is used to express

this lirnited mv of the action.
(6) The ovd encloses a wider view of the action, (td2). encompassing more than an
instant of tirne. The indeterminate verb is required to describe this view.
2.43 Another graphic view of the interdependent elements of t h e and direclion

In Figure 2.5 (SeFigures 2.6 and 2.7 for a magnined version of Figure 2.5), the
intertwining of time and direction are described:
(1) (A) and (B) are two points in space.

(2) An object (Z), havmg stand rnovmg h m point A, is in motion anywhere along

a path (the curved dashed h e ) between point (A) and point (B) in the direction of point (B).
(3) The action is progresmg wiihni a time span, (t 1-t6). The duration of the action

is continuous and the total projected time span may be called ''an occasion of time." (The
object win never reach its ciesthaîion within the Limitations of the meaninp of the determinate
verb.)
(4) The particuhr distance traveiled, (A) to (23).
corresponds with a particular time

span, e.g.. (t 1-t2). (t 1-t3), (tl -t4).
(5) At any point during its duration as it is progressing dong the line of movement,
the action is observed at a given instant of tirne. e.g.. (6).

(6) For a particular t h e interval. e.g.. nom an origin to a specific instant in tirne
(t5). the object's disphcernent which gives direction can be noted. This is a function of
average velocity.
(7) The DWION

(the orientation of the motion dong the line at a given instant.

e.g.. (t5))can be noted. This is the fimction of instantaneous velocity, which is tangent to
the curve.
2.4.4 Review of tirne and direction as presented in Chapter II

The observer/ speaker. having the privilege of a global view of an event. is aware
that the action c i e x n i by each suô-type involves a time interval. Within this duration. the
motion of each verb type exhibits a characteristic pattern. Along with the laiowledge of the
t h e span. there is understanding of the motivation for the action. When the observer/speaker
focuses on a specific moment within the duration of the action that the verb encompasses,
hdshe usually applies the determinate verb. Otherwise the indeterminate verb is used.
As the physics analogies in Chapter III will confnm, the elements of time and
direction are mterreiated. Situations of temporal nuances associated with determinate verbs
foiIow: (1) the notion of l'continuousness" expressing motion "in process" is pervaded with
the sense of 'howness"; and (2) there is the viewing of the motion at a specific instant by the

speaker which also indicates a sense of "no~ness.~
Direction (as goal) rnay be stated. or not,
in sentences with eaher of the subaspects. Direction (as motion dong a h e ) and direction

(as the result of d @ k e m e ~over an ehpsed rime interval)are related to unidirectiodty.
the essential definition of the determinate motion. The latter concepts are expressed in tems

of the intexvals, which can range horn an instant to the whole duration of the motion in one
direction The choice of sub-aspect is subjective. depending on the POV taken by the speaker

of the sentence as observer of the action. By relating unidirectiodty to direction (as
movernent along a line) and direction (as the result of disphcemeni over an elapsed fime
interval) as distinct from direction (as goal); and considering the notions of "continuous

motion"and "instant of tirne,"the distinctive character of determinate motion rnay be isolateci:
the determinate verb describes the observation, at a given instant of time. by the speaker of

the position (direction)of an object during one "go" of progressive motion along a singe h e .
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Table 2.1: ELEMENTS IN THE DEFINITIONS OF HnTiI-TYPE

NOTION OF TIME

TIME RESTRICTED TO A
MOMENT:
-a definite point in tirne,
-a given moment of tirne,
-a partimlar moment,
-a single instance andpoint of time,
-one occasion only,
-restricted to a specific moment of
tirne

PROGRESSIVITY:
-motion in progress,
motion in the process of taking
place,
-proceeding.
-motion going on,
-to hc uctually on the way.
-continuoz~saction,
-continuousZy,
-actualZy taking place.
-duration,
-uninterrupted

NOTION OF DIRECTION

UNIDIRECTIONALITY:
-in only one direction,
-in a specific direction.
-a single definite direction.
-unidirectional (o~o~anpamemioc~b).
along a Iine,
-a generallyfonvord direction,
-a single linear path in space,
-does not necessarily imply motion in a
straight line,
-involves the subject (or object in the case of
transitive verbs) in a change of location.
-unis>of direction

ACTION TOWARD A GOAL:
-on a portaking of a specif c nature.
-toward a specific goal,
-toward some goal,
-a sense of purpose is irnplied,
-makes some fornurd progress.
-without stating whether the action is
completed or finished,
-toward an incompleted goal

vl,vS,v3
tA-tB
tl,t2,t3
A B

(observer's POV of the action)
(duration of the action)
(an instant of observation)
(intended change in location
of body in motion)
pl,p2,p3 (position of body in space)
dl,d2,d3 (orientation of body in motion
--DIRECTION)
/'

-

*

(path of body in motion)

Figure 2.1 : TENSE VS A MOMENT OF TIME

Direction
"more abstract notion"

"more concrete notion"

directionasorientation directionastheresultof
ofmotionalongaline,
displacementimplying
"definable"in terrns of the nurnber of ways in
o point in time and space. which o body goes or
the number of legs a
Deterrn inate motion
journey has (i-e.,one).
Deterrn inate rn otion

unidirectionality

straight

curved

zigzag

B

ripples

centrifuga1

centripetal

Figure 2.2: ELEMENTS OF DIRECTION

direction as a stated
purpose, desinotion.
or goal. Determinate
and indeterm inate
m otion

(S 1) {TPOIIHHKB
m ë B~nec'Thepathway leads to theforest')
(S2) {Uenose~
q q ë B~ nec-'The man is on his way to the forest)

1
i

\

--Sentence (1)
(S2)
--Sentence (2)
(a), (b), (c)--Example paths that may be taken by
the man on his way to the forest
@)
--Shape of the fixed path to or
fiom the forest

i
i

i

Figure 2.3: TEE PATHWAY LEADING TO THE FOREST*

*Impired by Ward (1965:254)

Diagram (a): dissected view
\

*

D iagram (b): integrated view

/

---.

/

(*)
Body in motion

( d l ) Space covered within
the time duration.

(t2) Action in progress
within duration.

(d2) Progressive
change in location

a particular point in tirne.
Deteminate verb used.
Orientation of the motion
along a line relative to a
reference frame
(DIRECTION).
(td2) Wider view of the
action. Indeterminate
verb used,

Figure 2.4: RELATING THE ELEMENTS OF TIME AND
DIRECTION IN VOM

8

B

(1) A and B are cwo points in spact.

(2) A body (2') is in motion anywhcrc h m point A

CO point

B.

(3) The body (23 is progrtssing within a tirnt span, ( ~ 1 4 6 ) .
A

(4) The distancc aavellcd corresponds to a duntion of timt. cg., (tl-12). (tl-0). (114).

( 5 ) ï h c action is obscrvcd
at a givcn instant in timc
dong the way.

contents of Figure 2.5.

.

, '

;

.-.

.

(1)
,
0

I
0

Bi

(2) A body

( 1 ) A and B are two points in space.

(LT) is in motion anywhere from point A to point B.

(3) The body (L.) is progressing within a tiine span, (tl-t6).

Figure 2.6: MAGNlFlED VERSION OF THE FIRST HALF OF THE CONTENTS OF
"Figure 2.5: ELEMENTS OF DETERMINATE MOTION"

(4) The distance travelled corresponds to a duration of time, e.g., (t 1 -t2), (t I -t3), (t 144).

(5) The action is observed
at a given instant in tirne
along the way.

(6) For a particular time
interval (from its origin to an
instant in time (tl-t5), the body's
displacement (A+AO) -(,
) in
which is included its direction
can be derived, This is a
function of average velocity.

(fl
(the orientation o f the motion

(7) The DIRECTION

)

along a line at a given instant
(t5)) can be derived. This is
the function of instantaneous
velocity, which is tangent to

the curve,

Figure 2.7: MAGNIPIED VERSION OF THE SECOND HALF OF THE CONTENTS OF
"Figure 2.5: ELEMENTS OF DETERMINATE MOTION"

CHAFIER II][: REPRESENTATION OF THE:SIMPLE VERBS OF MOTION IN
TERMS OF ORBIT AND TRAJECTORY
3.1.O Verbal descriptions. graphic illurnotionr.mathematical simplifications and physics
analogies tu describe VOM
3.1.1 Analogies of VOM tu notions in physics undmathematics

Insights into the idea of motion as a facet of physical phenomena were fmt gained

as far back as the civiiizations of ancient Asia Minor; however, the modem comprehension
of motion was not devebped until rektively recently*m particular by Gaiileo Galilei and Isaac
Newton in the sixteenth and seventeenth centunes. Leamed men were not directing the
evolution of language based on a calculated understanding of physical phenomena. This
consideration rnakes it interesthg that words. in particular the inherent meaning of the motion
of determinative and indeteminate VOM. in the Russian and other languages actually

correspond to notions of physics before such ideas were part of the consciousness of the
people or scientists. It appears that man is capable of a subconscious understanding of some

physical phenornena and then is able to express them through distinctions in the meanings of
words.

Che could say that XO--1

mm-type verbs express rnovement that is found as a

natural phenornenon. Linguists like Forsyth. Ward and Pahomov have made some attempts
x o m t y p e verbç h m the perspective of the natural
to malyze motion descriptive of m-!

sciences of physics and mathernatics.

Pahomov resorts to mathematics and physics to present the most basic concepts of
the meaning of VOM, ckmg the sciences where "cenain natuml phenomena are best explained

not ve&aily but mathematically'~(1977: 1).

As

an example Pahomov mentions the

mathematical-physics formula (F = ma), Le., the force witb which an object strikes another
object is the product of its mass and acceleration (1977: 1). He then ad&, "~athematical]
simplifications

. . . make our perceptions of reality uniformly meaningfbl and make reality

&selfpredictable, so that we hinction in it with maximized eniciency and diminished anxiety"
(1977: 1). This, of course, is limited only to the extent that we undentand them!

3.1.2 Application of graphics to scientific analogies of VOM
Physics and mathematics descriptions of the distinctive feature of determinate verbs-

unidirectional motion--and conversely, the non-unidirectional motion of indeterminate
verbs. can be enhanced through the aid of graphics. Ward, but most of all Pahomov. has
delved mto the visual arena in describing VOM. Infiuenced by them, 1also have attempted to

present the unique nature of the meaning of the VOM diagramrnatically through mathematics
and physics analogies in conjunction with visual representation.

Graphscs wùl also be used m ihstratiom that are not necessarily scientifc analogies.
The various approaches applied to distinguish between determinate and indeteminate are
ways that rnay lead to an understanding of the

VOM

and are not necessarily without

mconsistencies, but they may, hopefully, allow insights into these verbs' uniqueness. To move
the discussion foward it is necessary to defme several scientifc terms.
Using graphics, I will make analogies or references to physics and mathematics
concepts, such as (1) s c a i d veetors, (2) speedl velocity. (3) distancd displacement.
(4) orbitl trajectory, (5) &de/ tangent, (6) a denved notion. and (7) a particle in

motion, al1 of which will enhance the description of the movement typical of VOM.
3.2.0 Kinetics and VOM

On a very general level the concepts of physics. mentioned above, rnay be applied

in describing the movement typical of VOM. In physics, kinetics is the description of how
objects move; and the fact that VOM are concemed with the movement of the gammatical
subject and/ or object indicates that the application of kinetics to the description of VOM
rnakes sense.
Using the kinetics defintion of ttdisplacement"l as a basis, an analogy to
"displacement," as it uniquely applies to

VOM,

rnay be evolved. To show why this is

necessaq 1 now anticipate one of my main understandings conceming displacement and

32.1 Innoductiun to the relevance of SC&
vs vector quantities. Le.. speed vs veiocity and
distance vs displacement, in the description of VOM
In kinetics, distinction is made between the notions of "speed" and "velocity."

"Speed" pertains to

". . . how fur

of an object is defmed as m

198413). Thus,
rt

an object travek in a given tim inter va^'^ (Giancoli
w

e

-

-.

. .

to navel th,s_drstanceM(Giancoli 1984:13). One may express the meaning

of "average speed" with the following formula: (s==x/t), where (s) symbolizes average speed

(speed), (x) the distance mvelled, and (t) the elapsed time.

To quote Giancoli as to the difference between speed and velocity. the term
%eelocity," is '2ised to signm both the magnitude (numerical value) of how fast an object is
moving and its direction. . . . Speed. on the other hand. is a magnitude only" (1984: 15). A
quantity that deals inherently with both magnitude and direction is called a vector.

Therefore. velodty and displacement are vector quantities, speed and distance are not. The
latter are called scdar quantities.
A second Merence between speed and veldty is that "the average velocity is

defmed in terms of 'displacement,' rather than total distance traveled" (Giancoli 1984:15).

DWmce, expressed only as a numerical value. is the acnial number of kilometers travelled.
'Displacernent is defrned as the change in position of an objecr" (Giancoli 1984:15). and
involves magnitude and direction. So average veldty. defined as

"the

displacemenr

divided by the elapsed tirne" (Giancoli 1984:15) can be expressed by the foilowing formula:

v = a x / ~ t )where
~ , (v) is average velocity (velocity), (a)
is the "change in position" of the

Italics mine.
In printed scientific notation, a comrnon way to s i g n e both properties,
magnitude and direction, of the vector is boldface type, e.g., (v) for velocity and (AX)
for disphcement.

object or its "displaeement,"and (nt) is the time interval. Note presentation of the

distinction between distance and displacement in Segment 3.22 and Figure 3.1.
Durhg an "elapsed" time interval--Born when the object is at a reference fiane. to

a specific instant in t h e when it is at some other location-the displacement of the object
with respect to an origin can be noted fiom the average veloeity. The average velocity at

any "instant" of thne is calleci instantaneous velocity, which is what is supposed to be given
by a car's speedometer (at least the speed portion). An "instant" of t h e is "an indefinitely
shon time interval" (Giancoii 198416). Thus, 'Fmtantaneousvelacity at any moment is the

average velocity mer an indefznitelyshort time interval" (Giancoli 1984: 16). In other words.
instantaneous velocity is the limit of the change in displacement over the tirne interval as

the time mtenml goes to zero. D R E ~ O of
N motion can be calculated at any given moment.
by taking small tirne intervals and measuring displacement between fmt and last points.

Mantaneous veldty of a moving object is tangential to the path and gives DIRECTIONat

an instant. The d i d o n (m
of)
average veloaty is in the direction of the vector that
describes the change in displacement. Only by knowing the location of the object relative
to an origin at a partrular time can the average velocity h m the start of the motion to that
tirne be detennined
The two f e a m that Foote affirms as essential to the defrnition of the determinate

ve&"simple movement along a linel' of the grammatical subject or object; and motion that

involves either in a "change in location" ("progressive motionu)--arerelated to the physics
notions of irstantaneous velodty and average velocity. respectively. At a specific instant
in time a body in motion dong a iine has a specifc location and

DIREC~IONin

space.

Instantsneous velocity implies that a body is moving dong a line. one instant at a time: and
entails the orientation of the motion dong the h e at a given instant of time (DIRECTION).As

stated above, the given "instant of the" is an "indefinitely short time interval" (Giancoli
1984: 16). On the other hand, direction of the displacement (m).
expressed by
average veloeity, has to do with the position of the body over an " e b s e d time" (at a later

instant of a time relative to an initial time), not to the fact that it is moving along a line.

D

m of the motion. like that of DIRECTION. can be dynarnic.

Dire-.

as given by

average velocity, rnay be considered the overall "intention" expressed by the determinate
verb. On the other han& DIRECTIONrnay be considered the "intention" of the detenninate
verb expressed at an instant. It is important to note. for this thesis, that a determinate verb
implies an average velocity that is greater than zero, while an indeterminate verb implies zero

average velocity.
3.2.2 Graphie presentation of the distinction between the ideas of distance und
displacement
F i 3.1 is a graphic example of the difference between the concepts of distance

and displacement. This contrast will aid in the distinction of the features between
determinate and Bideteminate motion. In Figure 3.1 (a). the solid straight line represents the
distance "as the crow flies," to use a colloquial expression. between two towns, A and B.
The dashed c w e d Iine represents the distance of the actual route that a car is taking to get

from one town to the other. The "change in position" or 'fstruighr-linedistance" (Bueche
1979:12) that the car undergoes is its displacement and has a different magnitude from the

actual distance travelled. The description of the car's displacement also includes a resuitant
direction. Direction, as pomted out earlier. is not pertinent to the specification of the scalar

quantity of distance.
Figure 3.l(b) will more vividly illuminate the difference between the concepts of
distance and displacement and how they relate to

VOM.

The circular path represents a

railway track The route taken by a train dong the dashed curve between C and D equals its
actual distance mvelled (one half the circumference). However, displacement (the
diameter). is its "change in position."
Moreover, in Figure 3.1 (b), if the train is travelling along the track beginning at C
and ending at D, then the distance covered is equal to the distance accumulateci by the
dashed curve. (the circumference). However, the displacement is equal to zero, for there

is no uhimate "change m position" of the nain. Consequently, it follows that there is no way
to calculate or to ascertain the ultirnate direction since displacement quais zero. In
addition. if displacement equals zero. then the average veloeity ( v - d ~ t )over the time

mterval is alço zero. That is to say, if (-=O), then ( v a ) : if (*O),

then no direction can be

identifieci.

The meaning of displacement, discussed and illustrated above, as a function of
velocity will later be related to the notions of orbit and trajectory in order to m e r

distinguish between indeterminate and d e t e m a t e motion.
3.2.3 Apply ing the concepts of velocüy and displacement to VOM
One may say that the litend-laicd meanings of VOM pairs distinguish between the

distinctive "rate" or "style" of "going" among individual VOM sets. For example. there is a
distinction in the 9ate" of movement between the set 'to walk' (~~plTEI/xow~b)
and the set 'to
run' (&ma&

6era~b). Also, as is obvious, there is a ciifference in the "style" of movement

between the set 'to crawt (nesTd x m m ) and the set 'to swim' (rurarrd m a a n ) . The
distinct style and relative rate expressed by the literal-lexiai meaning, as weil as the actual

speed or velacity with which the grammatical subject andl or object of a verb of motion
moves dong, is irrelevant to our description of the features of movement that distinguish
determinate from indeterminate VOM. What is relevant to the cmx of our discussion is
whether a verb of motion shows displacement, and inherentiy in displacement, expresses

direction. Besides, the notion of direction, as it relates to this discussion on VOM, is useful
only as description in a general sense (without calculations), e.g., "toward town."

Average velocity is a fundamental notion in the distinction (as wiU be more fuily
discussed later in Section 35.0 on trajectory vs orbit) between the mernbers of the VOM

pairs: however, it is the displacement component (AX)of velodty that is the more obvious
manifestation of their di.fference. Hence, concentration on the distinction between mm- and
x o m - t y p e VOM in this segment wiii be mainly in terms of displacement.
Generally speaking, displacement, in regards to VOM, is considered to be taking

phce, if the action expressed by a verb of motion continues undauntedly (like the Energizer
bumy) almg a ihe. usually toward an intended destination. stated or not. If the grammatical

* See item (b) in Section 1.2.2.

subject and/ or object is viewed at a given instant in its progression. and is found to have
moved fiom an initial position, then displacement has taken place. This condition meets the
classic scientifc d e f ~ t i o nof displacement (the resulting change in location relative to a
point within a frame of reference).
Furthemore, when the grammatical subject in motion is obsewed at a particulor
instant in time and it is noted that it has achieved a "change in location" relative to an initial

position, then the average direction, from that reference frame, in which it has moved may
be ascertained. The direction in which the subject has moved is revealed. of course, by the

evidence of the sentence subject's displacement. The parameten mentioned in this and in the
preceding paragraph dernand the use of the mm-type verb, rather than the xom-type,
because it is only the determinate verb that must express rnovement within which direction
may be ascertained.

When applying the notion of displacement to
refinement. Displacement, in the context of

VOM,

VOM,

its meaning requires some

can be considered

to be taking place

in situations similar to those d i a m m Figure 3.2. If there is an implied potential for the
line of movement to tread on one of its own points then displacement is annuiled. If.

mvolved in the action there is more than one line of movement and there is the possibility of
one treading on another*then disphcement is cancelled. Displacement in VOM irnplies the
"lack of intention" throughout the action to cross a preceding point dong its path.
If the subject of a

appears to

. ..

VOM

in a sentence. progressing within the course of its path.

of the action even once. or at lem has such potential. then,

displacement as it is described ftom the POV of H~TM-type
VOM is nullifW This is because

the action can be considered to have canceled itself as do those in Figure 3.2(c) showing
dancing in a circle, or Figure 3.2(d), and Figure 3.2(e) showing at least one trip somewhere
and back again.
Sirnilarly, if, within the extent of the action in which the verb of motion is involved.
. IS
. m o d even once or such is the possibüity, then displacement which
rec-o~nt

would be typicaiized by a detenninate verb does not take place. The effective displacement
of the subject is "infringed upon" creating another initial position within the duration. This

happens in the mushroom picking in Figure 3.2(a). In these cases the indeteminate verb is
used.
This irnplies that the action by the subject in xo--type

verbs is cancelable, sirnilar

to "the socalled 'annulment' verbs, eg., oncpbrrb--sarpm or np~exa~b--yexa~b"
(Launer
1987:79). As an analogy to the cancelable action of the subject, Launer applies the physics
comparison: " . . .the quantÏty of work perforrned in raismg and then lowering a certain mass

through a certain distance is equal to zero" (1987:79).

.

Even if the subject of a x o m - t y p e verb does not, in actuality ever tread on the
same point twice, the nature of cancelable actions does not prevent it fiom doing so.
However. m the action of am-types, the possibiiay of the subject treading on the same point
twice is explicitly prechided. See the discussion on why this is so later in this section, and the
discussion on the meaning of tnqjectory in Segment 3.5.3.3. Funhermore, the subject of the
x o m t y p e verb may, or may not, fmd itself in a new location--a x o m - t y p e verb neither
requires nor exchides this possibility; however. subject relocation is a necessary outcome for

am-type verbs. That displacement of the subject is mandatory in detenninate verbs is a
firnction of the distinction between the determinate and indeteminate forms. The conclusions

m this paragraph are paraphrased and adapted h m Launeis discussion (1987: 79) on prefîed
VOM,

although this thesis has limited its ken to simple VOM.
If the possibiüty of retracing a point exists, the determinate verb cannot be used. The

possibility of retracing a point exists because the window of viewing time is more than one
instant. The action of the mushroom picking is viewed as cornplex. Le., many simple actions

rnake up the total duration that can intersect within the total duration. If there is

single

line of action, e.g., if there are individual paths crisscrossing, me in a scunying crowd of

people represented in Figure 3.2(b), then, for VOM. disphcement is invalidated. The
indetennlnate verb involves a broader view. Because all the action cannot be observed within
a specifc imtunt in time the possibliry of retracmg a position exists. See segment 3.25. The

determinate verb cannot be used; the indeterminate is appropnate.
Moreover, in cases sirnilar to the above where the view of the action indicates that

there is no effkctive displacement, then no singleness of direction can be identifieci as being

taken by the subject of the verb of motion. Under these conditions the detenninate cannot
be used as the predicate; instead, the indeterminate is applied. The graphic renditions in
Figure 3.2 of the action of the subject of exampk sentences show that the indeteminate verbs

they contain express no resultant displacement, and thus no velocity nor identifiable
direction.
32.4 Disphcement relative to VOM as a '@zzy" notion
Many of the formulations made m this thesis are phrased very precisely; but it should

be kept in mind that. because we are dealuig with language and because of the peat
importance of the speaker's POV. many of the notions are, in ha.better considered as "fuzzy."
Thus, orbit does not necessarily have to involve zero displacement. e.8.. the sentence "{OH
xogm

B

KEIHO--'He
was to the cinema and came back')" may involve a retum to

approximately the same ongnial location. It may be better to Say that orbit involves motion

which tends to zero displacement. Another example, EX OH^ e3gmra B Mocmy--'SIE was
in Moscow and c m bocK}." could entail a joumey which began in Edmonton and ended in

Los Angeles. If the speaker's POV a b w s for North Amenca to be the staiting and ending
point. then an orbital VOM is used.
Furthemore. a deteminate verb may be used even if the actor retraces her steps en
route: a person may Say. "{II egy B KHHO--II
am on the way to the cinema')." even through
she knows she will cross her own path once during her walk,in order, e.g., to mail a letter.

ifher mv emphasizes the walk to the cinema as "one go." and any minor detour en route as
king beside the point. then a trajectory is still involved. See section 35.0. And, thus, the

sentence "(MM e x a m

B

MOCKBYD a Paca --meanhg 'Zt took us two hours to get to

Moscoul}" shows the use of a determinate verb. even though the end of the joumey is taken
into consideration (as it rnust, if the tirne for the whole joumey is being estimated). In this
case. the traveller does "get there," but this fact is ignored and the trajectory motion is
focussed upon.

3.2.5 Launer: Locaküion vs Dùectionality
Why is it understood that the subject of a determinate verb 'hever treads on the same

spot twice" (Launer 1987:79)? Launer distinpishes between directionaüty ([+/DIRECTIONALITY] or [+/-Dm1) and localization (+/-LOC ALIZATION or [+/- LOCI).

Both are "marked" features of the determinate verb.
Launer (1 987:77)refèrs to the Schupbach's (1979) distinction of "displacement" as
"wherebythe subject a n d h object is moved us a result of the action.'* In Laurier's terms.

displacement means "direcüonality"or [+DIRI.When Launer uses the feature

[+DR]
to describe a VOM. he means that the

is displaced, while the

may or

may not be displaced. This describes the action of the determinate verb, transitive or

he means that
intransitive. When L m e r describes a verb of motion with the feature [-DR]

the

is not displad, but the

rnay or rnay not be displaced. This describes the

indeterminate verb, transitive or intransitive. Such is the characteristic distinction between
simple deteminate and simple indeterminate VOM.
"Localization"([+/-LOCI) has to do with an object being obsented at a specific
i w n t of tim. One can çay l d z a t i o n means "becauseobserved ut u specifc moment in
tim."Since lodzation is dependent on a s p d c instant of tirne, there cannot be another

moment in tirne that the object cm be identined as having the sarne Iocalization. The subject
c m o t have the sarne localization because the instant of time is a different one. Because

the subject is viewed at a specifc point at a specific instant of t h e , it cannot be there again
at the same identicai moment m t h . Therefore, the position cannot be identified by the same
l d z a t i o n . That is why the subject of a determinate verb "never treads on the same spot
twice" (Launer l987:W).
Directionaüty ([+/-DIRI)
has to do with

LOCI has to do with

displacement; localization ([+/-

disphcement viewed at a specific moment of tirne. If an

object has a particular instantanmus velocity it has a particuk direction dependent on a
panicuhr time and position and therefore it has l d z a t i o n . Since [+DR]means

Italic emphasis mine.

displacement and [+LOCI means

displacement viewed at a specinc moment in

tirne, [+DR]
(dhctionality) k dependent on [+LOCI(Idzation). As Launer (1987:77)

States, "[+DIRECI?ONALITY]
is entailed by [+LOCALIZATION]."
A subject moves whether the action is viewed as determinate or indeterminate. but

when the determinate verb is used the a
at a specific moment.

s displacement is considered to be observed

The subject of the determinate verb has localization and

displacement, while the indeterminate subject has neither.
Why is retracing of location neither required nor precluded by indeteminate verbs?

Because. when the indeterminate verb is applied. a specific instant in time in the action is not
considered to be observed. The subject may retrace a position but it cannot hit the same
l d z a t i o n because a specific instant in tirne cannot be involved more than once.
3.2.6 The difference in "displacement"as enveloped in iniramitive and transitive VOM
There is a signifcant difference between the action of an intransitive v o pair
~ like
e x a d esHOCHTF,

VOM

and a transitive VOM pair like ~ e c & HOCAT~.The activity that the ~
pair describes is more "complex," than that of the e x a d

VOM

e

pair

because the former involves a subject and an object. while the latter only a subject.
Furthemore. in H e m both the subject and object are "displaced." On the other
hand, in ~ocirrathe subject moves back and forth (there is no requirement of resultant
displacement) but the objects rnay be 'Uisplaced."when more than one trip is implied.

UsualIy there is more than one object. According to Wertz (1979:56)it is important to note

that the multi-directional verbs cm mean that ". . . the action is cariecl out in several trips;
the carrying is in one direction, but the motion is in more than one direction" (as cited in
Laurier 1987:78). An exampie sentence is "{OH HOCHT

K H H B~ 6 ~ 6 n ~ o ~ e ~ y -carries
-'He

books to the librav')."

In the case when the object transported is "attached" to the subject throughout the

performance of the action of the unprefixed indeterminate verb there is only a singe
complement, that D. one "abject" but it is not delivered (displaced). h the sentence, "{Becb
gew oHa Hocma pe6ëma--'She carried the baby around all day')" the baby is carried

d

around al1 day by its rnother. The sentence "{OH HOCFIT ra~rc~y~--'He
wears a tie')" has the
idiornatic meaning that the necktie wom by the subject is not taken off the wearer or
displaceci.
3.3.0 Unidirectional muvement as a detived notion

To IsaÇenko and Ward, unidirectional movement is "&"distinctive feature of
determinate VOM (See Chapter II). In Ward's discussion conceming the huictions of the
imperfective aspect, to which the determinate VOM belong, he refers to unidirectional
movement as "a derived notion."
What does Ward mean by "a derived notion" and how does Ward make this idea
relevant to his understanding of unidirectional motion? The application of the term derived
m his or this work is not related. for instance, to the derivation of verbs in the sense as wouid

be common in a linguistic thesis.
33.1 Derivedfunctions of d e Nnpe$ective aspect

Ward States that the perfective expresses "deiimited action." i.e., the perfective
presents the action as bavmg not merely a defmite end but a definite beginning and a defmite
end: the action is presented as a delimited unit" (Ward 1965:230). It follows that the
imperfective does not express "delimited action" (1%5:232), which becomes its basic
function. Expression of duration is also one of the several functions of the imperfective. and
like al1 the fimctions of the imperfective--other than the function of not expressing delimited
action--it is a denved funaion. According to Ward. a derived function of the imperfective
is "one which fobws bgically h m the hct that the imperfective does not present the action

as delimited" (1965:232). To paraphrase his words in a general way. a "derived notion" is

a notion that follows logically h m a fundamental meaning (1%5:232). See Segment 33.4
which dimisses the texm denved m a physics context. where its meanhg is sirnilar to Ward's.
3.3.2 Ward: evolurion of unidVectional@ from a purely spatial concept to one t h
includes Che
In his book, Ward mentions that when he started contemplating the meaning of

unidirectionaüty in determinative verbs he looked at the notion oniy "as a purely spatial

concept" (1965:253). 1 suspect that what he means by "movement in one direction"
(1965:254) as "a purely spatial concept" is an understanding of the meaning of "direction"
m unidirectionaüty without reference to the element of time.

However. Ward

acknowledges that this fundamentally spatial concept of movement in one direction in
determinative verbs does have "a temporal (not a tense) basis" (1965:254). He admits that
only after correspondence with Forsyth (Ward 1965:253) did he begin to consider

uiiidimtiodty in t e m of space and time which is what I believe he means when he now
refers to it as "a derived notion.'" By this. 1 believe he s p e c i f d y means direction as
' ' D ~ I O N , the
" distinction presented

in Segment 2.4.3.

To mdicate the "temporal basis"of

In the SmtenCe. "{OH X
Ward points out that

O

he presents its use in the following context.

no ~KoMHaTe. 'He wulkrl is walking up and d m n the room')."

"XOQEIT~"

shows "complex movement" which "can be stopped, as it

were," that is, this motion "can be observed at a particular moment7 and one can Say (OH
X

O

no ~KomaTe: (ceiinac)O H a

ë K O~ K H ~ (cehac)
,
OH mër K Dcpa

. . .( M W )

he is

going towardr the winhw. (now)he is going towurdr the door" (Ward 1%5:254). 'If one

wants to express the whole of or a stretch of a complex motion then one cannot Say OH më+

. . . for one is no longer observing that action at a particular rn~rnent''~
(Ward l1%S:Z4).
The indeterminate verb of motion broadens the temporal perspective.
3 33 Derivedfunctions of the VOM

When Ward States that "the notion of unidirectiond movement
notion" (1965:253). he explains derived as "what a verb such as

. . . is a derived

WTHactually

does"

(1%5:253). He says that mm presents "the action as observed at a particuiur moment in
its progress" (1962253). His explanation in the above statement c m be presented as an
--

-

-

- -- -

See discussion below.

Italics mine.
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Italics mine.

equation-

~YSM=

go' as a notion of unidirectionai motion = a derived notion = motion in

propss+motion observed at a particular moment.
If an object is observed progressing in motion at a particular tirne, then at fhat
particular moment the object has a specific direction. The fact that the object in motion c m
be defined by a direction logically follows from the fundamental situation of an object in

motion king observed at a "particular" moment. So, in Wardts words, y q ë ~means
"proceeding in one particular direction because obseIved at a particular momenttt(1%5:253).
The meaning of HJIJM is a derived notion because its feature of directiodty follows from

its fùndamental meanhg--motion in progress that is observed at a specific moment. That is,

the d e f ~ t i o nof ~

T I or
I

unidirectionaüty as "a derived notion" incorporates features of

motion that cm only be expresseci in terms of the other: direction, tirne,and location in
space.
3.3.4 lnrerpreta tion of the notion "denYed"in Physics

in physics terrninology, "derived" quantities are physical quantities that are defmed
in terms of %aseuquantities. 'Ungth," "mass," and "tirne" are three base quantities. For
example, the physical quantity speed. that is. the distance tmeled divided by the time its
takes to travel that distance, is a derived quantity because it is defmed in terms of the base

quantities of Length (Distance) and Tirne. So. one can say a quantity is derived if it depends

on fiuidamentalquantities for its def~tion.Thus, it cm be said the DIRECTION of a body in
motion is a derived notion because it cannot be &fmed without reference to the fundamental
quantities of the dimension of time and length (location in space or displacement). This is
similar to the sense in which Ward means that HHTH is a denved notion.
So that the DaEcnoN of a moving object (Le., of the subject/object of a VOM) be
revealed, it must be derived (extrapolated) by referring to a point in time and to a point
(bation) in space.

D I ~ ~ I OofNan object in

motion depends upon location and the noting

of tirne, which requires an Observer, or at least, a hypothetical one, as far as

VOM

are

concerned. The meaning of unidirectional movement as applied to determinate VOM
coincides with the physics concept. "an object at any point and time movhg along a path has

location (displacement)and direction (instantaneous velocity)." which expresses a deriveci
notion.
33.5 A derived notion expressed as a mthemuticd depictiun
A way to present the idea of unidirectional motion--one that wiil illustrate it as a

derived notion in the sense Ward means it--is through a mathematical diagram. See Figure
3.3(a) which is sirnilar to the diagram representing "derived notion" (1965253) in his book.
A man takes a zigzagging path (r). At any point in the tirne-continuum when his action is

observed, ((tl), (t2), etc.). he wili appear to be gohg in one direction. "although over a
section of. or all of the route (r), his direction in fact changes" (Ward 1965253). At any
given moment in t h e without speclfying or even implying a goal we can Say about hirn:
"{OHme^-'He is wlkingt)" (Ward l965:253). Ward could have added directional arrows

at each moment of t h e (observation) in his diagram to show DIRECTION as was done in
Figure 3.3(b).
3.4.0 Puhomov: VOM presented as mathematicsl physics aM logies
It is Pahomov in "Bull. Boar, and Orbit/ Trajectory: on Presenting the Verbs of

Motion" who takes this step and beyond. by resorting to a somewhat more elaborate
mathematical schematic and by turning more to other notions in physics.
3.4.1 Puhrnov's b d , and the timeless generul vs t k time spec@c
In order to iiiustrate the difference between WTEIand x o m , one of the stories

Pahomov relates involves the reader of his paper, a koikhomik. a buiï. and "an enormous
circuhr pathway." The reader of this thesis may see a schematic of the buil story scenarïo in

Figure 3.4(1) (an accurate facsùnile of "Diagram A" fiorn Pahomov (1977:2)). The
dashed-line circle represents the "enormous circular pathway" which is the buil's potential
p a k while the points "a"and "b"represent two of the spots at which the bull c m be observed

at the tirne when he is actudy walking dong the pathway. The meaning of the diaprn in
Figure 3 . q 1) is interpreted more fÙUy below.

The story continues: pointing at the "enormous circular pathway," a kolkhomik

explaiis to the reader:

"{no3mi3 ~ O I I E I H Rxogm
~
6 b 1 (Pahomov
~
1977:2)--['A buil walks

along this pathway'] )." Pahomov characterizes the kolkhomik's revelation as "a general

descriptive statement that exists outside of time" (1977:2). This is because at that specific
moment the buIl is not visible, and as far as we know he may be enclosed in a barn, sleeping.
The followmg day, the reader observes the bull walking dong the circular pathway
and says to himseK "@OTW ~ 3T m ~~~ M H
6 mB- -'niere goes that v e r - bulP >.'" Pahomov

concludes that when the reader uses the verb HATH in contrast to the kolkhomik's use of
XO,-

he unconsciously makes "a distinction between the specifc and the timeless general.

more ngorously. between trajector-y and orbit"1° (1977:2).
In a succeeding article expanding his observations conceming "orbit" and

"trajectory," Pahomov ascertains that "the orbit, the buil's complete route, is nothing more

than a the-independent description. The û-ajectory. however, specifes iocation and
direction at a particular imtont of tirne. . . . " (1979:16). More on the significance of this
citation below. Note that this description of trajectory is identicai to the assumption by
Ward that unidireetional motion as "motion dong a linet'is a derived notion.
3.4.2 Pahomov's boar

The second story that Pahomov (1977:3) uses as an illustration of the ciifference
between wrn and xo-

is about two hunters, stalking a wild boar with spears. They hear,
but cannot see, the animal moving in the dense undergrowth. As they wait, the hunten
whisper to each other, " X o p p ~.. . x o m . . . XOAHT." At the instant that their prey cornes

Usually the English compound continuous form lis going' and the English simple
forn 'goes' are used to translate the Russian mm-/ x o m - t y p e VOM, respectively. In
the above example it sounds better to translate " a n ë ~ "by "goes." This is the problem
suggested earlier of relating the two English tenses to the determinate and indeterminate
type VOM. This example would be simpler if the next &y the reader sees the buii walking
around the pathway and says: "{Ce&ac ~ M Kme^ no ~ p o w a ~ e'N- ow
- the bull is
walking around the pathway ')."It is compiicated by the use of "BOT"which has a sense of
location and time. of the here and now! The word "BOT"is aanslated into English by
"there" which sounds better with "goes" than "is going."
'O

1 have inverted Pahomov's order of the phrases in this quotation.

out of the bmsh at then they yen, "më~!"
and pitch their spûars at the wild box. Pahomov
points out that the route taken by the anunal is akin to the time-independent orbit dong
where the action of the animal is descnbed by the verb "XOWT."

" m ë ~ ! "on the other hand.

is reference to the time-specific trajectory, which "specifies location and direction at a
particular instant of time." Figure 3.4(2) below is an accurate facsimile of Pahomov's

'Diagram C" (1977:3) sketchhg the story. The dotted curved Line syrnbolizes that, unseen
behind the bushes, the animal gohg about its business. meanders along a path that is a time-

independent orbit.
3.4.3 Presenh'ng determinate and indeterminate verb types in tandem as notions of
mathematics and physics: orbit and tqjectory
Pahomov States that the denotation of the --type
verb. descnbed in terms of
~ * e c t o r y"is
, most meaning.1 when viewed in opposition to the ' x o m - ' type" (1977:3).

which is represented by orbit in his diagrams. Therefore. the two types are best presented
in tandem and show graphically as part of mathematical diagrans in terms of a physics

analogy. The xhematic that serves as the mathematical diagram presenting the two verbs
types in tandem was presented above in Figure 3.4(1).

Looking at Figure 3 . q 1) again. we see that Pahomov has drawn a circle and
identined two tangents" on it. A d d e is the mathematicai requirement to describe an orbit,

shown by the broken line: and a tangent, the mathematical requirement for the description

of trajectory, indicated by the arrow and located at the dot. As we know from physics a
particle (a point, a person, the subject of a sentence) moving along a line (orbit, curve, path)
has DIRECïIoN and location at any particular instant of t h e . This natural phenornenon, as
Pahomov indicates. "may be represented schematically by drawing a tangent to that point on
the line" (1977:2). In his 'Diagram A" (1977:2). represented by Figure 3.4(1) in this paper,
he notes that "the arrows are tangent to the circle at points 'a' and 'b'." He continues by
pomthg out that "to express this saine schematic situation verbally in Russian. the verb 'wm'

Tangentsa line touching and not intenecting a cuve or curved surface at one
and only one point.
l1

must be used" (Pahomov 1977:Z).
3.4.4 Pahomov's orbif
Pahornov describes orbit, as "merely a time-independent description"--a description

that "exists outside of tirne." This is what he calls the path that c m be potentially taken by

the bu11 now enclosed in the barn. Because the bull is somewhere other than wallwig dong
the pathway, he cannot be observed at a "specifc" moment. Because of this, his action of
walkng dong the path is potentiai rather than actual. The event does not exist in "mltirne"
where there is an obsemer, at least a hyphetical observer. to view at a specific moment the

object m motion at a specinc location in space. If the intention of the verb is to indicate that
the action is to be observed (at least hypothetically) at a "specific" moment, then a m must
be used. If such is not the case then

mm cannot be used. XO-

is used in all other

circumstances. Even if there were no bushes and the boar could be observed at a specific
moment. the hunters are not concemed with viewing at a "specific" moment the meandering
actions of the animal. They are only interested in the moment that the boar can be avaiiable
for attack.
Pahomov points out that the orbit can represent a cleariy defmed route like the
circular pathway that the buil takes or the route rnay be "so complex as to withstand

conceptualization" (1977:3) similar to the convoluteci pathway of the boar. Although the

curved, non-backtracking path in Figure 3.4(2) is meant to describe a meandering animal, 1
suggest the shape describmg the animai's travel be similar to the one in Figure 3 4 3 ) since an

unidirectional path can also be cwed. Although the path of an UNdirPxtional movement does
not necessarily have to be a sîraight h e , it would be more clear if the bar's path were to
back-track on its self to indicate n r ~ ta unidirectional movement, Le., a movement not
requiring to be describeci by the mi-type verb.
3.45 Pabmov's trqiectory

According to Pahomov, at a "specific moment in time," there is also a specific
Iocation and d e m e direction for an object traveling dong the path. He confmns (1977:3).
h t the trajectory specifes three factors in the motion of the subject of

( 1) instant

an mm-typeverb:

of time, (2) localization, and (3) direction. In the sentence, "{BOTa ë BLIK-~

niere goes the buil')," "BOT"expresses an "instant of tirne" as well as "bcalization," a point

m time and space, at which the bull. the subject of the sentence. is; and "direction." indicates
relative beaiiag. "Direction"as used by Pahomov is akin to DIRECTIONas used by me in this

thesis.
In Figure 3.4(1), trajectory is represented by the dot and the arrow. The dot
identifles location and the armw DIRECTION of a particle (in this instance the bull travelling

m the path) that is observed "at a particular instant of the." At another specific instant of

time an object traveiing in the path wu have another specific location and DIREc~IoN with
another observer at another point saying. "{BOT m ë 6m.
~ K O T O P U ~ ~ XOWT no

BTOMY

npyry-JThere g o e ~ the
' ~ buZl, which w
L
G
s around that cirele'}." As Pahomov indicates. the
diagram shows the distinction between x o m - t y p e and am-type verbs as the ùmeless

general and the specifc. that is, as between orbit and trajectory.
3.4.6 The present tense. and xo-vpe

and mm-rype VOM
Pahomov States that to declare that the x o m - t y p e embraces a present tense is

unclear because, m the ideas expressed m his paper (1979: 17). the verb type has been applied

to portray "atemporal" or "tirne-independent events." represented by orbit:
For our purposes we must look at the present tense as an infinitely short moment in
time and cornpress the conventional. durative present tense down to a time span of
zero." Then. in our scheme. "{Banr x o w no ~ p o m e - - [ ' T bu11
k waks along
thepcitm<nyl}," cannot exist in the present tense. for it would be impossible for an
observer to see that action in a single moment of tirne. What the observer sees at
a partkular instant c m oniy be described as "{BMKS@T no ~ pwo~ ~ e - - r T bufi
he
is wdking a l m g the pathway'] 1." (1979:17)
According to Pahomov's vision, if the "orbit verbs ( 6 s 1 ~
xo&m)" are called
"atemporalttor 'the-independent" verbs. then the "trajectory verbs" may be called "verbs of

-

instantaneous action where time (duration) O (zero), for they speak of instants in a chah.
a senes of infmitely brief acts. .. " (Pahomov 1979:17).

l2

Cf footnote 9.

3.4.7 Derived notion und trajectoty
As we see. by bringing in the notion of trajectory, Pahomov shines a wider light on

the concept of "derived notion" to which Ward refers. Pahomov explains the meaning of
what 1 refer to as DREC~ION and the relevance of tirne in the defition of unidirectional

motion that is earlier shown in connection with Ward. Furthemore, Pahomov incorporates
the three factors of derived motion, (1) instant of time,(2) localization and (3) direction, that

we will see are represented by the notion of trajectory. By showing that the meaning mm
is based on a "derived notion." Pahomov explains what determinate motion is, and in the

process, describes what indeterminate motion is not.
3.5.0 Clarifyig the distinction berween orbit and t q j e c f o y

3.5.1 Terms used to distinguish beween orbii and tdectory
I will elaborate on the distinction, invoduced by Pahomov, between orbit and

trajectory. In Pahomov. as weiï as m this paper, the difference in meaning between XOAWT~-

and --type

VOM

is set forth as the distinction between orbit and trajectory in a physics

sense or between airle and tangent in a mathematics sense, but not in the strictest scientific
definition. nor m specific calculations. What are understood to be the essential features that

.

distinguish orbit from trajectory and by analogy x o m h m mm?
Terms appearing to be synonymous such as path. pthway, orbit, trajectuiy,course,

route. curve. and line are often used interchangeably to descnbe buth trajectory and orbit.
It is. of course, M ~ c u lto
t undentand contrasting concepts when identical words are used.
The term "trajectory." applied in a general way, can describe both the path similar to that
traced by a planet around the Sun as weii as the path similar to that traced by a bullet shot
from a gun. The fmt type of path is called a ltclosed"trajectory and the second an "open"
trajectory. A "'closed' trajectory" can defme what is usuaiiy cailed an orbit such as the path
of a pianet. wtiile the term l'trajectoryllis reserved for what is usually described as an "'open'
trajectory."

To make it clearer for the reader before attempting to more fully develop the
distinction between trajectory and orbit it will be stated in advance that the difference
between the curve of a trajectory and the curve of an orbit, as it wiii be applied to VOM. cm
be represented by two distinctive confi~gurations:(1) a trajectory represents the path of a
projeCtiie m terms of ballistics-like the path foilowed by a bullet shot fkom a gun or the path

a "spent" rocket takes (See Figure 3.5al); and (2) an orbit is like the path an electron
rotating around the nucleus of an atom follows or like the path a satellite takes as it circles
beyond the earth's atmosphere. See Figure 3.5a2. In other words, for our discussion, the
essential distinction is that the trajectory is an open-ended path and orbit is not.
3.5.2 The Van Nostrand definition of tn&ctory
Afker searchg in many scientific dictionaries, 1was f d y able to fmd a defmition

of trajeetory that could serve as a satisfactory guide to enhance Pahomov's presentation of
the difference in motion between mm-type and x o m - t y p e verbs. when he juxtaposes a
circle and tangent to represent the notions of orbit and trajectory. The most suitable

definition of trajectory cornes from

N

f

. o-

0 (1989):

(of a Path). A c w e in space trachg the points successively occupied
by a particle or body in motion. At any given instant the velocity vector of the
object is tangent to the îrajectory . . .. Note that the use of the term trajectory for
the path of a body implies that its motion is the result of an extemally applied force
(Le., not an engine or propeilent in the body itself), and that it usualiy also implies
an open path.
TRAJECK)RY

The Van Nostrand defuition refers to concepts pertinent to the clarification of the

distinction between trajectory and orbit as it applies to VOM. There are four statements
conceming trajectory in the Van Nostrand definition: (1) "A curve in space tracing the
points successiveiy occupied by a particle or body in motion." (2) "At any given instant the
vekxity vector of the object is tangent to the trajectory . . . ." (3) 'Note that the use of the
rem trajectory for the path of a body implies that its motion is the result of an extemally
appüed force (Le.. not an engine or propellent in the body itself). . . " (4) "Note that the use

of the tenn trajectory for the path of a body

. . . usually . . . implies an open path."

The

second statement wiil be discussed after the other three.
Usmg the Van Nostrand &finition, we c m approach an understanding of trajectory

h m two bents: (1) a general verbal explanation of the resuhing path of a projectile in motion
(set out in the fmt, third and fourth statements), to whidi is added a rough sketch (Figure
3Sal); and (2) a vector description (set out in the second statement). with which is included

a verbal or graphical presentation (Figure 3.5b).
3.5.2.1 Sratemenr (2): "A curve in space îracing the points successively occupied by a
particle or body in motion."
The fxst statement in the Van Nostrand definition impiies that the trajectory is a

curve that traces successive points in space taken up by a particle or body in motion. Unlike

a "particle." a "body" is extant. Le., it has physical mass. However. for the sake of
mathematics and physics calculations, a body is considered to be a point in the center of its
rnass that represents a particle and it is this point which follows the "trajectory" or a curve.

Mathematically speaking, a "curve" is a locus of points.
The referme m sentence (1) to "trajectory" as the path of a body in motion ailows
the description to be applied as an attribute of both of the notions between which this thesis

is attempting to differentiate--trajectoryand orbit. By pertaining to both notions, the fmt

statement is distinguished from the scope of the latter three. Statements (2), (3), and (4) in
the Van Nosüand definaion impw that the term "trajectory" applies spcifically to the notion
of t4ecfOry

and, to use a privative opposition, not necessarily to the notion of orbit. These

latter statements about tmjectory may be wielded as analogies to essential features of the
motion, which is considered determinate, as distinguished h m that which is indeterminate.
The characteristics of orbit can be thought of as analogous to indeterminate motion.

Because staternent (1) can refer to both tïajectory and orbit, it may aptly represent

the umleriying-lexieal meaning that the members within a v o M pair, (such as
X O ~ A T ~ as
),

weii as all the

VOM

pairs ( m a r d maeam, neTeTd

neTaTb.

and

etc.) have in

common--"to go." The difference between orbit and trajectory is analogous to the
grammatical-lexical distinction between the two types of VOM.

Nevenheless, the description of trajectory as "a cume in space tracing the points
succes~ively~~
occupied by a particle or a body in motion" implieç

"advancernent along a

line." The "successMty" of points in space caIls to mind what Foote refers to as "progressive

rnoti~n."'~
He States that p q p s s i v e motion is "motion that involves the subject (or object
in the case of transitive verbs) in a change of location" (1%7:7). The accumulation of the

successive points, as indicared by a tmjectory, reveals the distance travelled by the object.
If a point along the distance mveiled is measured at a specifc instant fiom its o n p . the

object's displacement cm be determined. The well-discussed idea of displacement is an
essential characteristic of detenninate action but not of indeterminate. The fmt Van
Nostrand statement may be considered an inchoate description of displacement. To
complete its d e m n , rekrence to a '
l
m
change in location" would have to be added
These two notions would then dexnbe the action
to the idea of "advancement almg a h."

that is called deteminate.
Progressivity. on the other hana as distinct h m pmgressive motion is

characteristic of the imperfective aspect as a whole. Statement (1) about "trajectory"
suggests the idea of pmgressivity--successive accumulation of points in space of a body in
motion pver W . Each member of a VOM pair. by defhition both imperfective, expresses

pi.ogressivity. Thus tbjectory" in statement (1) may describe each member of a W M pair.
3.5.2.2 Statement (3): ''Note thot the use of the term tmjectory for the path of a body
implies that its motion is the result of an exrernally applied force (i.e.. not an engine or

propellent in the body itselfi. . . "

The gist of this discussion is that the characteristics distinguishing determinate verb

action Born the indeteminate verb action may, in a generai way, be compared to the
characteristicsdinmguishing the path of a projectile Born the path of a satellite, respectively.
d e s c n i as an "open" trajectoiy and a '%losedt'trajeaory, or simply, "trajectory" and "orbit."

l3
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This has been discussed in Chapter II.

It was mentioned earlier. that the physics/ mathematics notion of trajectory can be

e x p W after the manner of ballistics, as a c w e described by a projectile. A projectile is
denned as "abody projected by exterior force and conrinuing in motion by its own inenia"
. .
eb&s New World D-).
This. in essence. expresses the meaning of statements

(3) and (4), which imply that the tenn 'bajectory"sspecincany refers to the path of a projectile

rather than to the path of a satellite.
Statements (3) and (4) indicate sevexal notions about "trajectory." There must be a
force to initiate the action (the motion is the result of an applied force). The applied force
must be extemal. No further force, from outside or within the body. is to be exened as it
proceeds dong its way ( it navels by own inertia). It usually implies an open-ended path--a
body continues its motion without r e m i n g to its point of departure. These ideas deal, fmt.

with the initiation and then, with the continuation of the fiight of a projectile.
According to statement (3). for the term "trajectoiy" to be used for its path, a body's
motion must be the result of an extermlly applied force. One point the description makes
is that there must be a force to orighate the fiight of a body. Whether the body moves along

an open path or a closed path, i.e.. whether it behaves as a projectile or satellite, there was
a force that initiated its motion. An artificial satellite as it moves dong an orbit around the
eanh was originaily propelled by a force, which could have b e n extermi or internai. The

requirement for the path to be described as a "trajectory" is that the originating force be
applied extemally, which means that a "trajectory" describes a path of a projectile. but not
necessarily of a satellite.
The force brought into play at the beghing of the movement. is the "originator" of

the motion described by a trajectory path. Trajectory having an 'fongin" suggests that the
Unpendhg direction is predestmed, that the orignial ''push" govems the continuhg future path

of the body (taking into account gravity, wind resistance. etc.). The initial force implies that
there is a course. a purpose. a direction predetennined in the movement. The same may be
said about orbit.
Calling a force "extemal" means that the energy source is not attached to the
travehg body. The swing of a bat is the externnlZy uppliedforce that onginates the motion

of a basebail, and the thrust of a fueled engine is the externally appliedforce that originates
the flight of a rocket. However, along with the initiahg externally applied force other
parameten a f k t the fli%t of a projectile such as the constant downward effect of gravity:
natural obstacles, e.g, wmd raistance; or the inherent physical characteristics of the projectile

as&,

e.g., the indentations on a golfbaü. Of course, the latter three always play a role in the

unavoidable realDy that ultimately a&rts the path of a body in motion on this planet. Though
pertinent to scient& calcuhtions. these f i e r considerations will be ignored because they do
not dispute the inherent characterization of the üqjecîory of a "particle thrown obliquely into
the air" nor are they relevant to the continuation of the discussion of the characteristics of
trajectory as they apply to

VOM.

What is relevant to our discussion on

VOM

is the

requirement that an original force plunge the body into motion toward its destination--the
ongaial force, as f&ras VOM are concemed, bemg the purpose of the action of the verb which
is "togo."
An extemal force is applied at a specific moment. The point at which the projectile

begins its flight, rnathematically. i.e., when t h e equds zero. ((t)

-

O), will be the point at

which a balI leaves the surEice of the swinghg bat or the point at which the fuel in the rocket
en*

is spent--this is the origination point of the projectik's trajectory. The DIREmION that

the motion of the projectile takes is determineci at this point.
A detail about the external force that concerns the trajectory of a projectile is the
specifc moment in tim at which it is made. It cm be employed as a reference to another

specifc moment in tirne later during the flight of the projectile, creating an interval of time
that

Û

employed to describe the trajectory of the projectile:

trajectory involves

displacement. Disphcement, of course. can also be measured within different time intervals
along the way. The understanding that trajectory takes into account the timing of the

ongmal extemal force distinguishes it h m orbit. Orbit c m be considered without reference
to the timing of the initial external force.
Statement (3) also clarif~esthe role of force, extermi, internal, or lack of, in the
continuation of the endeavor. The statement implies that afer its trîggering by an extemal
"push. " the flight of the body in motion in the direction of its intended destination must be

independent of the further Hifhience of intervening forces, both h m within the projectile itself
(a propellent) or externally (another bat). By the Van Nostrand defuition. such forces are
proscribed firom contributmg to the flight of a projectile. the path of which is encapsuiated in

the term trajectory. Extemal forces like gravity, wind resistance, etc. cannot be avoided
The limitation of the force to an extemal action, and only at its initiation. implies that
the o m ~ c r r oof~ the path is not swayed by anything dong the way if it is to remain a
trejectory. The influences that affect the D

~ E ~ I O
of Nthe movement have already been

put

into effect at the point of ongin of the motion by the extemaiiy applied force.
The force mggering the action of a projectile must be applied externally. and then.
after the original external force, the projectile must continue under its own inertia.
Furthemore. the projectile's course is open-ended. This is not so for a satellite--its flight cm
be mternally propeiled at initiation and continuation and does not have to be open-ended (it

tends to return to an earlier position).
The limitations imposed on the meaning of trajectory can be adapted in a generai

sense to a description of the motion of determinate verbs. The idea encapsulated in the term
trajectory. that the motion of a travelling object 'lis rhe result of an exrernally applied force,"
may serve as a cornparison to highlight the characteristics of the movement of determinate

verbs. The development of the action of a determinate verb can be described as if it were a
projectiles trajectory-hm its beginnnig as the result of an extemal force to the penultimate
pomt of its flight, before it reaches its target or is pulled down by gravity. The determinate
verb can be designated l'the thejectory verb" and the indeterminate verb can be referred to as
the "orbit verb."
Now, humans or animate beings (that are represented as subjects of sentences) do not
reguiariy behave as projectiles unies, e.g., theyhmp off a building or are shot h m a cannon.
The mapr & m g characteristics of rnovement that a trajectory of a hurled object embodies

can be appiied to motion that a determinate verb represents: the subject of a deteminate verb
cm be considered to behave like a projectile. As this thesis shows, such an approach is very

useful in distinpishing determinate motion fiom indeterminate.

If the movement inherentiy described by trajectory is brought into play at the
beginnhg of the action by an extemay applied force, then by analogy the path taken by the

deterrninateverb is niggered by its own extemally applied force--the original purpose for the
subject's motion. Thus, it c m be said that the DIRECTION(the decision "tu go" and "where
to")

of the motion to be taken by the subject of a determinate verb is decided at the

ongination point of the movement. The intent at the origin of the endeavor determines the
path, that is. the DEECIION
that the grammatical subject takes. The point mentioned earlier.

that the motion of either trajectory or orbit cm be considered to begin with a "push," is
adaptable to the description of the VOM-bothtypes having motivation and direction for their
action.
The trajectory idea indicates that the motion of a deterrninate verb is motivated by

an mtention at its orighation and is set on iîs course toward filfiurnent dong a deliberate path

m a specinc direction. For a determinate verb there are to be no other forces (influences) that
deter the subject h m moving toward its goal. If a subject is thwarted in its original mission,
and changes in its direction, then the trajectory verb is not appropriate.
A person can cenaMy change his mind and go somewhere eke or be confused in what

he is doing. by chanmg the direction he takes. But m this case. the predetermined direction

only interests us as determinate verb action as long as the original intention is being carried
out. The trajectory verb is assigneci to express this portion of the subject's motion. Like the
launchmg of a projectile toward a destination whose direction is predeterrnined by the onginai

force. the action of the determinate

VOM

towards its goal. as it is king carried out, is

unswayingly govemed by its original motivation. If one were to look back h m a location
dong the way. it would be to the point of onginal intention h m which the subject moved.
The attained position of a projectile (by analogy the subject or object of the sentence) cm
only be ascertaineci relative to an earlier position. e.g.. the point at which the goal of a verb
of motion is predetemiined What is in play ail the time is the original intention of the motion.
As long as the goal is not achieved, but continues toward it. the determinate verb is applied.

w ' i the stretch of time encompasseci by the determinate verb. the action has begun.

generally. with the purpose of going toward a stated goal. For a determinate verb, once the

course is set, the subject progresses, but never arrives--the intended goal is never reached
within the duration. Even if a specific goal is not indicated in the sentence, when a
determinate verb is involveci, that action is still forward gohg and continues on doggedly as
if there were a purpose. Although the endeavor could theoretically be part of a more

complicated activity. it descnbes only one "leg"of the trip, i.e., it goes only in one way, or

in one direction, never reaching its goai, e.g., OH^ wër H a @epw3a MO~OKOM--'She
iF
(now)on her wcty to the fann to get milk. (but she has not gotten there yet)')."

The endeavor described by the indeterminate verb can also have a stated goal. but
unlike the deteminate it is usually completed For the orbit verb, the action generally
mvolves more than one direction. way or leg-there and back, e.g.."{O~a x o m Ha < p e p ~ y
3a

~ o n o ~ o ~ - - '(habitzuzlly)
She
goes to the farm to get milk'}." The indeteminate verb may

have more than one goal implied in the action and it can go more than one way as it fulfills
its goals. e.g.. it is to get the miik and retum with it. more than once.
The f u r i e n t of its mission by an indetenninate verb can be compared with orbit
completion. However. as discussed more than once in this thesis. not al1actions dexribed
by the indetenninate verb have a stated goal to fulfill, e.g.. (hmarfi x o m no y n a q a ~ - 'The drunk is walking (meandering)in the sneets'). The indetenninate action my be

random, like that of the meandering drunk. He may be ûying to get home or fmd another
drink but the way is not understood to be clear to the subject of the verb. In the process, he

rnay retrace an earlier position, thereby completing an orbit.

Sometime, when an

indetenninate verb is used with no stated goal, then it is the action itself that is its purpose.
e.g., { P ~ ~ ~ H
yme
oK
xom--'The child can walk already").

For a deteminate verb, the

detail important about the original intention is that it is made at a specific moment. like the

extemai initiathg force of the wect~ry. As the action progresses it c m be viewed at a later
specific moment along the path. At such a point it cm be noted that the action has
accomplisheda change m position for the subject, i.e., displacement has occurred within the

interval of the.
Displacement is continuous for the determinate veh because the action is never

compieted On the other hand, many usages of the indeterminate verb show a fulfillment of

a goal and thus no resultant displacement-the subject p e s back and fonh. When there
appears no disphcement of the subject m the overall action, the orbit verb is the suitable one.

.

35.2.3 Statement (4): "Note that the use of the rem tnqjectory for the path of a body . .
urually . . .implies an open path."
Also niherent in the tenn trajectory is that it is "wually an open puth." Issues that

pertain to trajectory as an open path vs orbit as a closed path have been discussed in the

preceding segment, but some points will be considered in this segment. The idea that a
trajeetory is usually an open path is reinforced by the portraya1 of trajectory as the (1)

successivity of points in space of a body in motion. and (2) the description of the motion of

a body as the result of an extemally applied force.
A trajectory is an open path described by a projectile in air, whose location can be

viewed at a specific moment, as it were happening-now, not potentially or theoreticaily.
Trajectory describes motion in progress: one only sees the path as it is going along, as it
progresses, never at the f d point of its intended destination. The progressive action
represented by a tqjectory exudes the sense of immediacy. of happening now in the present.
of not havmg happened kfore. The understanding is that the successive points plotted during
the perfomance of the motion of this event have not been traced before. It c m be inferred
that the hajectoy path is inherently forward-going. open-ended, and can be described by aii

the following synonyms-cannot retrace, repeat or cancel itself; cannot cross its own path:
cmnot backtrack; moves along a course not returning into itself.
The trajectory of a projectile is "open." It is open because it does not complete nor

repeat itseif. The implication of statement (4) is that this open-ended feanire is necessarily
inherent m trajectory. but not necessarily in orbit. In contrast to trajectory, orbit may be

a cbsed path may cancel its action or may repeat itself. Not having to be open-ended it cm
back-mck An o d i t is a description of a potential route. With orbit one may consider the
complete course of the action or its potential for repetition, and thus for cancelling its action.
When appiied as a dexnpion of determinate. m contrast to indeterminate movement.
the idea that a body in motion follows a curve uacing its successive positions along an open

path (trajectory) makes it Wear that the possibility of the subject retracing its steps (or

occupyuig the same spot more than once) is explicitly excluded by mm-type verbs. but
implicit in x o w - t y p e verbs" (Launer (1987:79).following up on the ideas presented by
Pahomov (1977. 1979)). The determiRate verb's route is open. the action is never completed.
and no 'back-tracking' dong the path is envisioned; however, since detenninate verbs are goal

onented their paths can Lead in a predetennined destinations.

in the sentence, "{OH me^ B ~ea'rp--~He
is on his way to the tliearer')," the verb
precludes the amival of the theater-goer. but in the sentence. "{OH x o m B ~ e a ~ p - - H e
( h a b i ~ l l ygoes
) to the theater'}." the theater-goer amives at the theater more than once.

The extent of the path encompassed by a determinate verb of motion runs from the

grammatical subject's point of departure, continuing dong the way toward the penultimate
pomt of its destination. but never reaching it. The action descnbed by a deteminate verb is
also open. never completed. This cm be related to the "open path." which is implied in the
term trajectory. The path of a projectile in motion runs from the point of its initial force
dong its "open path." It may not be closed. that is. it is not completed as is the path of an
orbit. The trajectory is l'open" until it returns to its source. When it does. the trajectory
is no longer an "open1'one, but is a "closedl'trajectory and thus it becomes an orbit.
The curve described by a body in space. such as a projectile passing fiom a muzzle

to the fim point of impact. is referred to as a trajectory. Although the motion described by
a determinate verb is not Laerally the sarne as motion descnbed by trajectory of a projectile.

the characteristics of the trajectory of a projectile from the start to just before it reaches its
target can be applied as an analogy to describe the verb's motion. The mm-typeVOM does
not have to follow the classic shape of the tm.jectory of a projectile. it just has to continue
forward, never gening to its intended destination and never crossmg its own path. Eventually.

an unassisted projectile teminates its flight due to gravity. hitting its target, or gohg into
orbit in space. The end of the 'YQhtl'of an --type

verb. i.e., the fuIfiiUment of its mission.

never occurs because that is the natuxz of the determinate imperfective verb.
The ûajectory idea that the effective change in location of a body in motion results

m disphcement cm be applied as characteristic of subjects and objects of determinative
verts. but not of indetenninate verbs. This open-ended displacement implying progressive

motion is a characteristic of determinate verbs, but not necessarily indeterminate verbs. This
is distinct from progressivity, with temporal nature characteristic of both verb types.
35.2.4 Statement (2): !'A t any g iven instant the v e l o c i ~vector of the object is tangent tu

the trajectory . . . ."
The second statement in Van N o s ~ d ' sdefmition involves the description of

trajectory through the means of vectors: "Atany given instant the velocizy vector of the
object is tangent to the najectory." Revealing trajectory in t e m of the velocity vector

cornplements the already discussed description in the Van Nostrand definition of its distinctive

cuve (1) as the tracing of the successive points occupied by a moving body in space, (2) as
representing an action originated by an extemal force, and (3) as representing an action
continuhg open-endedly.
Although a mjectory can be denned m terms of average velority, it is instantaneous
velocity to which is referred in statement (2). The instantaneous velocity vector of a

projectile in motion is represented by a tangent to its trajectory. This means that when
viewed at a particular moment, the D ~ E ~ ~ IofOthe
N object's motion is expressed by

instantaneous velocity and may be found in a vector diagram as a tangent to a point along
its trajectory.
As Pahomov States, a trajectory specifes "location" and "direction" of a point in

motion at a particular instant of the. In the representation of Pahomov's diagram (Figure

3.4(1)), the dot marked (a) or (b) represents

point dong the path of a body in motion.

The directional line or m w (-), which is tangent to the curve, is the mathematical correlate

of a vector que--velocity which gives "direction" (

D ~ I O N ) . As noted by Pahomov,

trajectory is defmed by three feanires: point in tirne. location in space. and direction
[ D ~ o N ] . These three ekrnents are represented by

the "veiocityvector" and its location

along the trajectory mentioned in Van Nosadnd's defrnition.
Determinate motion can be characterized by the three elements of trajectory. The
mtemhtionshq of these tlme elements present detemimate notion as a derived notion. This
is what Ward means when he talks about the detenninate verb as a derived notion.

The meaning of orbit, as extrapokted by me Born the Limitations imposed by the Van
Nostrmd defuùtion of '"trajectory," excludes the consideration of velocity, displacement
or DIRECTION. An orbit is not observed from the POV of instantaneous velocity. This is
because "orbit," in the sense king used here, is

the path of an object observed at a

specific moment, as GUI be the path of a body m motion dong a trajectory. An orbit cannot

be defined by average velocity because it does not describe an object's displacement over

an mtenml of time relative to an origin. The orbit is considered to be viewed for a duration
that is longer than an instant in the--the interval of time includes at least one round mp of

the object m motion and possible repetnions. An object moving dong its path, which may be

an orbit, takes on the characteristics of trajectory the very moment it is viewed at a specifc
instant or over an interval of tirne that avoids a retracing of a point dong its path.

The notion of "a specific moment m tirne" plays no part in the description of orbit as

a contrast to trajectory. Orbit is a path traced by something in motion, but there is no
paiticular t h reference (a specific moment) on which the path is &pendent. As implied by

Pahomov, orbit rnay be considered atemporal because it is not viewed at a specific moment
of tinte.

When we consider the trajectory of an objected hurled into the air, there is the
implication that it has veioeity which has been provided by an onginating extemal force
(staternent 3). Orbit, to be distinguished from the trajectory of a projectile. is considered
without reference to an originating extemal force.
In a sentence where it is the intention to describe the grammatical subject of a verb

of motion, at a specifc instant in the process of its action, the determinate verb is applied.
The determinate verb is used when there is an interest in the current status of the progress of
the subject of a verb of motion. The path taken by the grammatical subject of a determinate

verb of motion is &in to trajectory. The determinate verb is the grammatical cornelate to
the instantanmus velocity vector, which describes a trajectory.

Interpreting Pahomov's ideas relating trajectory to the determinate verb of motion,
Launer States that "ihere must be a specific subject actually engaging in the activiîy noted"
and. therefore. the subject hos "aparticular direction and velocity (H))" (1987:79). He

continues. "Accordingly, whenever one needs to descnbe with an unprefixed VOM what the
subject 'does') [in a theoretical sense] as opposed to what it 'is dohg') the indeterminate must
be used

. . . " (1987:79).

mm-typeverbs are said to descnbe activities in the process of

taking place at "a specific instant in tirne." By analogy. this is because the instantaneous
veloQty veftor, which is tangent to the tmjeetory, depends on measurement at "a specific

instant in tirne." Determinate verbs include the tirne amibute of trajectory. whiie the
indeterminate verbs W e orbit are "beyond time."
Generally, features dexribing orbit can be applied to the indeteminate verb of

motion The action or movement of an indeterminate verb is not viewed "ut specijîc moment"
m time. Neither is it viewed at a specifc moment of an Linterval of t h e . with reference to its
point of origm. This then removes the requirement of displacement and thus DIRECTIONas
an attribute of i n d e t e h a t e verbs.
353 Swnmry of tnqjectoryl orbit and ~ n n r - 1x o m t y p e verbs
To summarize. t h e a c t i o n L a
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Diagram (a)
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Distance

--Actual magnitude travelled by an object

Displacement --Magnitude and direction of
"change in position" by an object

Figure 3.1: THE DWFERENCE BETWEEN DISTANCE AND
DISPLACEMENT
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rooms together, crawling about
in the grass') (Foote 1967:23)
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Sonya on his haunches') (Foote
1967:24)
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(Panova, Cepëxa)--'A untie
Pasha and the driver set
about carrying al1 this into
the house') (Foote 1967:26)

Figure 3.2: GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE RANGE OF USE
OF INDETERMINATE VERBS*
*Inspired by Foore (1967:23-26)

--

(b) Ward's diagram enhanced by S. Bahry

t--tirne-continuum
r--circuitous route
A--moving object's DIRECTION at a
specific moment in time and location

I
Figure 3.3: UNIDIRECTIONAL MOVEMENT AS A
DERIVED NOTION

(1) Facsimile of "Diagram A"
in Pahomov (1977:2)

(2) Facsimile of "Diagram C"
in Pahomov (1977:3)

(3) Modified facsimile of "Diagram Cl'
in Pahomov (1 977:3)

Figure 3.4: PAHOMOV'S BULL AND BOAR*

*Pahomoil (19 77: 1-5)
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A n s t a n t a n e o u s velocity tangent

Figure 3.5: TRAJECTORY VS ORBIT

CaAPTlER IV: "CONTEXT"OR TEEE RELATIONSHIP OF THE SIMPLE
VERBS OF MOTION T O "MOTIONALONG A LINE"

.

4.1 .O D e t m i m t e and indeterminate V o M in terms of "motion dong a line." "compiexiry "

and "context. "
The focus of this chapter is the term "context" as it relates to the idea of "motion

along a line." and how it is applied to distinguish between determinate and indeterminate

verbs. Foote elucidates on this topic in his Verbs of Motion" (1967). Inspired by Foote's
observations, 1 have inchideci ilhistrations (Figures3.2,4.1-4.8. and Table 4.1) to complement
several of his explmations and examples.
4.1.1 "Simple motion along a linetrasitpertains to determinate motion

The foUowing is a defmition of determinate motion that encompasses a wide range

of circurnstances: simple progressive motion along a iine. when observed ut a particular
instant of tim. This denotation contains three essential features that descnbe detenninate

acr ion. It is (1) progressive motion: it is (2) simple movement along a h e ; and, it is (3)
observeci at a specific instant of tirne.
According to Foote, the essential feanire of determinate motion entails the presence
of "any kind ofprogressive idea" ( 1 967:22) which means. "any efective change of location
of the subject (or object)" (1967:22-23). The idea rnay othenvise be referred to as
"displacement."extensively discussed in Section 3.2. The notion of "progressive motion,"
(Foote 1967:7) may be expressed by words indicating "motion in progress." "the i&a of
getting along. of muking progress," (Foote 1967:14). "advancing, rnarching forward."

"advancement dong a me,"and so on. The idea "simple" indicates that the motion goes
"toward a single direction (one way)." "for a single time," and "along a single iine." A similar
means of describmg most shtions expressed by the determinate verb is "progressivemotion
one irioy (in one direction). along one line, on one occasion. and observed at one Mstanr of
tim."Generaliy, when any one of the criteria in the defulltion is violated, the motion is no

longer considered deteminate, but falls into the realm of the indeteminate.

4.12 "Motion along a line" as itpertains to indeterminate verbs

According to Foote (1%7:8-9). if it is understood that movement expressed by the
determinate verb is "simple progressive motion dong a line," then t h e are two mannefi in
which motion can be expressed by the indeterminate verb' :
(1) "by being motion taking place non-progressively" "(Le., 'cornplex' motion of

various kinds)"
(a) "dong a number of lines (i.e., in different directions)"
@)

"along a single ihe a number of times"

(c) "fonvard and back dong a single lineu

(2) "by king motion envisaged in relation to no line at all (Le., non-contextual

motion)" (Foote 1967: 8-9).
See Segment 4.1.9 for the introduction of Figure 4.6. which outlines the range of use of
indetenninate verbs.
4.13 How the observerlspeaker'c P ~ ofv the action refects the "complexityl'and "context"
expressed by VOIU

The choice of verb aspect (be it perfective, imperfective, determinate, indeterminate)

for expressmg an action is a "subjective" issue. For the determinate or the indeterminate subaspect, as well as for the other verbal aspects, the "context" in which one is used and the
'kornplexity"of action that it describes is a matter of POV: the speaker/ observer cm choose
how hdshe views the action and in what context hdshe wishes to express the action.
To paraphrase Foote (1967:9), the basis for judging the "complexity" of the action
expressed by VOM is the l'context'' of the motion. Foote consigns typical actions manifested
by both types of VOM to three categorïes:
"in descending order of complexity,according to context:
(1) Cornplex actions (expressed by the indetenninate).

(2) Simple actions (expressed by the determinate).
(3) Non-contextuai actions (express& by the indeterminate)" (1967:g).

l

1 have arranged the following words by Foote in outline format.

Category (1) above, "complex actions (expressed by the indeterminate)." corresponds
to Items 4.1.2(la), (lb). and (lc) h m the preceding segment; category (3). "non-contexmal
actions (expressed by the indeterminate)," corresponds to Item 4.1.2(2); while category (2).
"simple actions," corresponds to Foote's statement definhg determinate motion--"simple
progressive motion almg a line"(196723).
4.1.4 The relationship arnong the forest. the tree. and the timber to POV ac an a ~ l o g to
y
the description of the "conren " categories in VOM
Foote discusses the meaning of "context" and "cornplexity" as they apply to VOM.

based on the ideas in the three categories. He explains that any complex action of the
x o m - t y p e must consist of an aggregation of simple actions of the mm-type. Foote

(19679) refers to an example, "{OH X

O IIO ~ ~onma~e--'He
iF pacing

the room')"

mentioned by Forsyth (1%3: 149): the sentence describes a cornplex action composed of
several separate actions. and if you focus doser on any part of his movement, you switch
Born the arena of the complex into the area of the simple action, in the process, changing
from the indeteminate to the determinate verb (1%3: 149). Foote elaborates further.

If the action is viewed from a distance. as it were. in the mass, or over a period of
tirne. the observer has only the impression of a collective action (indeterminate); if it
is viewed more closely, at a particular moment the perspective of the obsewer will be
Limited to one instant of t h e in only one stage or 'leg' of the action (determinate):
then if the observer nanows his view still M e r . so that he sees only the subject.
detached h m his surroundings. perfonning movements unrelated to any line of
action, he will again be in the sphere of the indeterminate. (Foote 1%7:9)

Foote draws an &gy

of the change m mv of the action, Le.. the "context" in which

it is obsemd, to the chiangnig perspective one can have in viewing a forest. a tmx in the forest

or the timber--hm the collective^ to the singulative, to the physical content of both
(1%7:9). Figure 4.1 illustrates Foote's analogy of the relationship of the forest, the tree. and

' See Segment 4.1.6 for the defhtion of the terms "collective" and "singulative"
as they apply to VOM.

the timber. Visuaï renderings of Russian sentences describing such perspective changes are

presented in Figures 4.2 - 4.5. as well as Figure 3.2.
4.15 Difference in "contextuallimitations" regarding "motionalong a fine"os oppiied to
VOM

The foundation for the application of the terms3 "contextual" and '"non-contexnial"
to VOM is the idea of "motionalong a line," which stems h m the defmition of deteminate
motion as Itsimpleprogressive motion along a line." The relationship of the subject to the
line of motionttimposes the "'context"which a VOM descnbes. The following is a reiteration

of the Foote summary quoted in Segment 4.1.2, but with emphasis on "line" in terms of
"context" and "complexity."
Detenninate action ir "simple motion dong a h e u while indeterminate action
"motion dong a line." While determinate action & simple progressive motion dong a line,
indetenninate action ran k non-progressive motion4(a) "along a nzunber of [single] lines.

(Le.. in different directions)": (b) "dong a single line a nwnber of times": (c) "$ionvardand
back dong a single iine." The idea of "motion dong a line," whether simple or not. or

whether progressive or not. depends on its "%ontext"as reveded by the observer/ speaker's
Furthemore, or@ Meterminate motion (as distinct h m determinate motion) cm be

"envisageci m relation to no line ut ail'b (Foote 1977:9). Motion seen in relation to "no line
at a1P is "hon-contexhWmotion. 'Non-contextual"motion is motion that cm be "refemd

to absolutely, derached from any delimiting context" (Foote l%7: 16).
Therefore, the fewer the h e s dong which motion proceeds. whether over a period
of t h e or in the mas. the l e s "cornplex" the action. The view which the observer/ speaker
takes of the action determines the "contextt"or "degree of complexity" of the motion which

Cf foouiote 16, Chapter 1.

The italics are added by me to the following quoted the-item list from Fmte
(1967:9).
Italic emphasis mine.

is then described by the chosen VOM. This cornparison has been rendered visually in Figures
4.2-4.5. These exarnples distinpish between deteminate and indeterminate VOM and the

different types of indeterminate motion.
4.1.6 SimplelSingula tive vs complex/collective
Foote (1967: 16) afnnriç that "deteminate verbs describe actions viewed as simple or

singulative6(not necessarily single. Le.. taking place only once)." The term,"simple" in
regards to determinate motion means "along a single lineu (extrapolated from Foote
(1%7:9)). For a deterrninate verb a simple action is motion dong QDCline,

time,

way
(in a direction). "Singulative" is "whenever a typical single occasion is refend to as
exemplifying the general practice (a kind of pars pro tofo)" (Foote 1967:16-17).
"S ingulative" has to do with a speaker focushg his mv on a single typical instance of the

activity. which may happen more than once. This is because determinate verbs cm express
a habitua1 action.

In contrast to determinate verbs which are viewed as simple or singuiative.

"indeterminate verbs refer chiefly to actions seen as complex or collective" (Foote 1967:16).
When refening to indeterminate motion, 'Walong a

he,'" as already pointed out. can

mean "motion taking place non-progressively" (a) "alonga nurnber of lines (i.e., in different
directions)"; @) "along a single lhe a nurnber of times"; (c) ''forward and back along a singIe
line." These three ideas describe "'complex' motion of various kinds." 'mot dong a
line" referring to indeterminate motion can also be "motion envisaged in relation to no line

at al1 (i.e.. tnon-contextual'motion)."
4.1.7 Visual description of "context": the p l a y f i dog (Figures4.2-4.4)
F i 4.2 mtroduces a simple visual representation of the three levels of "cornplexityu

m terms of "context" as hr as VOM are concemed. "Cornplex actions" can be broken up into

The tem "singulative" should not be confused with its linguistics use for marked
singular forms.

' Underlined emphasis mine.

"simple actions" in terms of "action dong a line": whiie "non-contexmal actions" are
presented without reference to a "line."
The total conrpkx action involving the stages of the dog following her nose. sniffmg
or chasmg anything along her path as seen in Figure 4.2(1) is expressed by the indeterminate.
A complex action includes the extended path of the dog as a collective whole with all the

changes in direction she takes. This POV of the action rnay be described by the sentence.
"(Co6a~a6 e r a e ~no nap~y--'nie dog is running uround the park')."

The complex chah of events encompassed by the indeterminate verb in the sentence.
"(Co6a~a6 e r a e ~no nap~y--'The dog is running around the park')," k m Figure 4.2(1).

may be broken up, as illusmted in Figure 4.2(2). into stages of action which then may be
individually expressed by a series of sentences with the determinate verb '6ex~T1:"{BOT
c o 6 a ~ a~

~ X HOTTnepesa K

rime--'There the dog is running from the tree toward the

bird)," "{Tenepb co6aea 6ex.m

OT

mm K memcy-- 'NOW the dog is runningfrom the

bird to thefzavef}." "{Ceihac co6axa 6emi-r OT m e m a R w y - - ' A t this moment the dog
ik mnningfrom rheflawr r m r d the balr}." etc. The complex action of the dog, expressed

by 6era~band iilustrated m Figure 4.2(1). is made up of a number of individual actions, which

in Figure 4.2(2) are expressed individually by 6exa~b.

If one looks even closer (in this case only at the dog itself) one loses the context of

surroundings and the only thing m view is the motion of the dog running. The nonsontextual
action only narrows the view of the " h e u to the point af its non-relevance and concentrates
only on the facility of the ability of the dog to move. When the view of the action is
'harro~ed,'~
Le.. when aU the observer/ speaker chooses to see is the dog detached h m her
sunoundings. the only thing one may Say is "(Co6a~a6erae~--'Thedog runs'), which in
Russian is expressed by the indeterminate fom. Al1 one is interested in is that the function
of "going"is king practiced by the subject.
It does not mean that, in objective reality. within the duration of some tirne span
"(Co6a~a 6 e r a e ~no naprcy--'The dog is
specifc instant in tirne, "{Cooa~a

running around in the park')." or that at a

6exm K m

e

B

napre--'The dog is

running

townrd a bird in rhe park')." In this case. one is not concemed with the relationship of the

action of the running dog in the "context" of a "line of motion." It is as if one had a zoom
lem, the view of which couki be focused from a panoramic shot to a close-up of an object in
the panorama. This

POV

may or may not be a "part" of the duration of the action

encompassed m the sentence, "(Co6a~a6erae~no napw-'The dog is m n i n g around in the
park')." but this "context" is irrelevant to the meaning expressed by the sub-aspect of the

chosen verb.
4.1.8 Visual description of "contexf': Ivun's irip(s) to andfrom Moscow (Figure 4.5)
As Foote States, ' ' h y cornplex ('xomm' type) action described by an indeterminate

type) actions" (1967:g). One cm see this
verb must be made up of a number of simple ('w'

by comparing the différence in the number of journeys or "legs" of joumeys in Figures 4.5(a).

4.5(b). and 4.5(c). In Figure 4.5. the syrnbol o represents Ivan dnving his car. ~ction*
as

"objective reality"rnay be taking place as in 4.5(a). If one were to view the action "£tom a
diwnce. as it were. in the mass, or over a period of tirne, the observer would have only the

Unpression of a collective action (indeterminate)" (Foote 1%7:9). If the observer/ speaker
wishes to say in Russian that Ivan has been making several trips from Kiev to Moscow the

following sentence containing the indeterminate verb would be used: { M B ~ He

3 m B

Moc~ey--'Ivan(habinially)drives to Moscow'). The indeterininate verb describes "al1 the

joumeys as a collective whole. to describe his regular practice" (Foote 1967:9). The
description of the duration of the action based on the observer/ speaker's choice of POV
requires " e 3 v . "
Or if Ivan has made one trip there and back in his car. the following sentence

containing the indeterminate verb would be use& H B ~ H
e3~vmB MOCKBY--'Ivan
drove to
Moscavand ImcK}. If the observer1 speaker wishes to focus on the duration limiteci to one

cornpiete trip he uses "e3~urm"in the past tense fomg The two journeys. showing two kinds

-

*

See Segment 12.1 on the different meanings of "action."
This one time trip is one function of the past tense of the indeteminate sub-

aspect.

of complex (contextual) actions that the indeterminate verb can describe, are presented in
Figures 4.5(a) and (b).
Foote continues, tConversely,any ' x o m taction c m be broken down into its 'mm'
cornponents" and "if you look more closely at the mover and pinpoint any particular part of
his course, you move out of the range of the complex into the range of the simple action and

switch fkom the indeterminate to the determinate verb" (as paraphrased by Foote (1967:9);
from Forsyth (1963: 149)). If the action is approached more closely, and observed at a

specific moment, perspective wiil be restricted to one 'leg' of the action. Although Ivan
travels regularly to Moscow. during a single performance of the joumey towards Moscow
one woukl say "{ame&eT B M o c ~ ~ y - - ? v aisn(in the process of) driving

?O Moscow')."

The action wiiI be describeci by the determinative verb and the observei's perspective will be

focused at one specifif moment on one "leg" of one trip of the trips to Moscow as show in
Figure 4.5(c).
Foote (1%7:9) adds that "if the obsewer m w s his view still further, so that he sees
oniy the subject. detached h m his sumundings, performing movements unrelated to any line
of action. he wiii again be in the sphere of the indeterminate." In Figure 4.5(d). the

perspective focuses only on the symbol representing Ivan driving his car without the context
of his line of action--& trip(s) to andor from Moscow. It is an absolute action in a vacuum
with no "context." If one were to present visual images of the literal-ldcai descriptions of

the non-contextual actions, generally one type of image can be used--the one that focuses
squarely on the subject as it perforrns its physical action such as the nuining dog or Ivan
riding in the car. In these examples. the change in perspective requires the appropriate verb

type, exam or

e 3 m .

and may include a directional adverb (B Moc~sy)for the two

"contextual" categories, but not for the "non-contextuai" category.
4.1.8.1 Displacement. orbit, and tqjectory in Figure 4J
In the precedhg segments. 1have been concentrathg on the implication of the phrase

"motion along a line" from the definiton of deteminate motion as "simple progressive
motion dong a line." The words, "progressive motionttin the denotation obviously refen to

displacement, a topic whose relevance has k e n extensively interpreted in Chapter III. The

examples in Figure 4.5 can be looked at in ternis of displacement. orbit, and trajectory.
In Figures 4.5(a) and (b)the action foilows an orbit and shows no displacement.
The '7egu of the action m F

i 4S(c) can be considered a trajectory of the body in motion.

Then at a specijic inrront of tim and a specflc point of location, the direction of the motion

can be determined nom the ongin to the point of displacement. in Figure 4.5(d) because
there is no context for the action or D~RECTIONto the movement, a trajectory is not followed
and the indeterminate vert, must be used.
4.1.9 Outline of the range of use of indeteminute verbs (Figure 4.6)
Indeterminate motion ]arks the essential condition of any action expressed by

determinative motion (Foote 1967:22). In other words. in x o m - t y p e motion there is no
progressive idea present, Le., no eflective change of location of the subject (or object); no
motion dong a line; and no viewing of the action at one instant of t h e .
In the segments of Section 4.1 .O. I have addressed the "contextual Limitations"
characteristic of determinative verbs and the lack of those same "contextual limitations" as
bemg characteristic of indeterminate verbs, expressed as

in relation tu a line." As has

b e n pointed out. within the realm of indeterminate verbs themselves, actions do take place
contexmally (i.e.. in relation to a Line) and non-contextually (i.e., not in relation to a line).
Figure 4.6 is a graphic outline concentrathg on the range of use of indeterminate
VOM.dative to motion almg a Zhe.

It is based on Foote's description (1%7:22-3 1) of the

"lack of contextual Limitations characteristic of indeterminate verbs." Complementing the

outiine are example usages (Table 4.1) corresponding to the identifications (S 1). (S2). etc.
in Figure 4.6. Also Figure 4.6 is enhanced with d i a m that have been inaoduced in Figure
3.2.
4.2.0 Comments on the idea of "motionalong a line"

It is hoped that these graphic illustrations enhance the understanding of the
implication of "motionalong a line' as it relates to the distinction between the determinate
and indeterminate verbç. One c m m
ia
m a literal manifestation of a "1ine"s in contemplating

103
the VOM. as suggested by the included pphics. This "more concreteuinterpretation differs

somewhat fkom the "more absmct" understanding of "motion along a lineu-- as the
orientation of an object m motion at "aspecifc moment of tim.''presented in Chapters 11and

nr.

"Al1 actions expressed by verbs of motion can be placed in three groups
in descending order of complexity, according to contest":
"(1) Corn plex actions
(expressed by the indeterminate)."

BOX C

"(2) Complex actions
(expressed by the indeterminate)."

't(3)
. . Non-con textual actions (expressed by the indeterm ina te)."
( C O ~ ~ I6ci'nc-r
K B --'The dog runs')

Figure 4.2: COMPLEXITY A N D CONTEXT*
*Quotes front Foote (1 967:9)' which ulso inspire J f he grwphics. Senteces n o t frorn Footc.
**"BOXA" magnified in Figrire 4.3. ***"BOX B" niognifid NI Figure 4.4.

"(1) Corn plex actions
(expressed by the indeterminate)."
BOX A

Figure 4.3: MAGMFIED COPY OF "BOX A" FROM "Figure 4.2:
COMPLEXITY AND CONTEXT"

"(2) Corn plex actions
(expressed by the indeterminate)."

BOX B
(a) {BOT c 0 6 a ~ a~

~ X W
OT T
gepeea K

n ~ ~ q e - - ' O vthere
e ? = the dog is running
from the tree toward the b i r d )
(b) {Tenepa c o d a r a 6 e m a ~OT I I T H ~ M
~B~TKY--'NO
the
W dog is running is

K

from the bird toward the jfower')

(c) ( C e A s a c ~ 0 6 a 6~ ae x O ~T q B~e T K a
MB'IY--'NOW
the dog is running
/rom the jlower toward the ball'}
K

(d) { C e f i l a c c o 6 a r a 6 e m e OT
~ Mma
K KPOCCOBKO--'Now
the dog is running
from ~ h ball
e toward the sneaker')
(e) ( A noToM co6ara 6 e x w ~OT
K P O C C O B K H K K O T ~ H K Y - ' u~f ~e r
that the dog is running from the
sneaker toward îhe kitten')

Figure 4.4: MAGNlFlED COPY OF "BOX B" FROM "Figure 4.2:

COMPLEXlTY AND CONTEXT"

a. COMPLEX ACTION
(INDETERMINATE)

{Hsm

B Mocmy'John fiabirually) drives ro Moscow ')

6. COMPLEX ACTION
(INDETERMINATE)
(HB~H
esB Mocmy'John drove to Moscow (and bock) )

(More than one journey at
different times)

(One complete joumey)

t l t2 t3

c. SIMPLE ACTION

@ETERMrNATE)
{Pis= exeT B MOCICBY-

'John is (in the process OB
driving fo Moscow ')

(Any time along one
leg of the journey)
/

j

d. NON-CONTEXTUAL ACTION

(INDETERMXNATE)
( H B ~ eH3 m 'John drives')
(There is just movement without
reference to any t h e or journey)

-.

I

----
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18llll8888lll8l81*
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-Potential path
path

-View
of the total
action
encompassed
by the
verb

0

- M B driving
~
a car

tx

-Specific moment in time

- -

Figure 4.5: POV: ZEROING IN ON THE ACTION*
*Based on the ideasfiorn Foote (1967: 4-33).

FUNCTlONS OF VOM
___CI__

THE RANGE OF USE OF INDETERMINATE VOM

THE RANGE OF USE OF DETERMINATE VOM

THE ACTION TAKINQ PLACE IS VIEWED AS:
CONTEXTUAL
NON-CONTEXTUAL

THE ACTION TAKINQ PLACE IS VIEWED AS:

.......................................
BOX (1)

j\

1'il1

SIMPLE ACTION
VIEWED AT A
i ,SPECIPIC MOMENIi

1;PROQREBSWEMOTION

ONE WAY (DIRECTION)
NONO A LINE VlEWEO
AT A BPECIFIC MOMENT

I

l

-

Awcmw

COYPLEX ACTION VlEWED COLLECTWELY
/

uovmmn)

OF WVEMENTI

/ONWPLVATIOY

TEE ACTION iTSELF
Y

I

\

THE ACTION ITSELF, NOT BEEN IN
ANY LlNE OF MOVEMENT [COULO

THE ACTION ITSELF, NOT SEEN
IN ANY PARTICUUR JOURNEY
(I.E.. ANY PARTICUUR TIME)
OR ANY LINE OF MOVEMENT

ABIST

1 ACTION 18
OF
l PHYSICAL MOVEMEMS

UNRBLATEDMANY
UNE OP ACTION (BI@)

1
1

,

EMPJIASIS 0NTllE
PHYSIWMEANSOP
PROPUISION @ I I )

Figure 4.6: FUNCTIONS OF RUSSLAN VOM AS DESCRIBED BY FOOTE*
*Source: Foute 2967: 13-31.
**See Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for magnfled versions of Boxes (2) and (3).
** * Table 4.1 1ists sentences corresponding to (SI), (S2), etc. from
Boxes (2) and (3) in Figure 4.6, or in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
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BOX (2)

-

-

-

THE ACTION TAKING PLACE IS VlEWED AS:
CONTEXTUAL (APPLICATION OF MOVEMENT)

-I

COMPLEX ACTION VlEWED COLLECTIVELY
I

IN THE MASS
ALONG SEVERAL LlNES
NON-PROGERESSIVELY
ON ONE OCCASION

:,

OVER A PERIOD OF T IME
ALONG A SINGLE LlNE
NON-PROGRESSSIVELY

----+----------7----

IN VARlOUS DIRECTIONS

ROUND-TRIP (54)

Figure 4.7:

:

COPY OF "BOX (2)" FROM "Figure
OF RUSSLAN VOM AS DESCRIBED

1

THE ACTION ITSELF
/

!
i
1
1

1

!THE ACTION ITSELF, NOT SEEN
IN ANY PARTlClJLAR JOURNEY

t

! (I.E.. ANY PARTICULAR TIME)

1

i

!

I
I
1

THE ACTION ITSELF, NOT SEEN IN
ANY LINE OF MOVEMENT (COULD
BE AT A PARTICULAR TIME)

1
1

THE 088ERVER88FOCUS 18 NARROWED TO BUCH
AN EXTENT THAT HE 8 E E 8 ONLY THE 8UBJECT
l AND TOTAJLY
EXCLw
Hl8 SURROUNDINOS

1

i

-

--- - - - - - - - - -'
- - - - - .- - - Q ~ W E R A L STATEYENTS ABOUT
NTS THE
TO
PERFORM THE ACTION
IN QUESTION ('TO
WALK,' 70 FLY,' ETC.)
(contant of tha
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.. - - p
1
1
1
1
f

I

-/
--- - - -y-----------STATEMENTS ABOUT
STATEMENT WHERE
THE ACTION 18
THEUWAGKWTO
PERFORM THE ACTION
ENVISAOED MERELY
IN QUESTION ('TO
AS A SET OF PHYSICAL
WALK,' 7 0 FLY,' ETC.)
MOVEMENTS
(conlext of the action
UNRELATED TO ~ p j y

f

1 ACTION IS A SET OF
i

CAPACITY

WHBRE

UNRELATED TO ANY
PHYSICAL MEANS OF

PR0PULS10N(s17)

CAPACITY,NOTi
A V E E V E R APPL1
REFERRING TO THE IDEA
SENT (511)
'noTb'
OF PERmRM=NG
>a
.,
(s 16)
PHYSICAL
ACTIONS (918)
QENERAL M O V E M E N T WHICH IS
1 OBBERVED VAGUELY A N D 8 0 C A N N O T
B E D E F I N E D I N RELATION TO ANY
! PARTICULAR LINE OF ACTION (912)

'
'

:
!

Figure 4.8: MAGNIFIED COPY OF "BOX (3)" E'ROM "FIGURE 4.6: FUNCTIONS OF RUSSIAN
VOM AS DESCRIBED BY FOOTE"
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Table 4.1: LIST OF EXAMPLES SHOWING THE RANGE OF
USE OF INDETERMINATE VOM*
*Eramples are fiom Foote (1 967:23-31).

* Usages (SI-SM) correspond to example numbers in FIGURES 4.7 and
4.8. Thesefigures are magnifed copies of Boxes (2) and (3) in '%ïgure
4.6: FUhrCTIONS OF R USSL4N VOM AS DESCRiBED BY FOOTE. '"
*Usages (SI-S5)also correspond to example numbers in "Figure 3.2:
GRAPHK ILLUSTUTION SHOWmG THE RANGE OF USE OF
INDETERlMINATrn VERBS."

SI. {Tenepb O H H BMeCTe C O ~ H P ~rp~6a1,
T
IIOJI3iLIOT LI0 TpaBe . . .
(Aksyonov, Ilopa, MOE myr, mpa)-Wow they gather mushrooms
together, crawling about in the grass'(Foote 1 967:D)). See Figure 3.2(a).
S2. (B-y
m m 6 e r m , p a ~~y p a ~ (Nekrasov,
aa
B po-OM ropoge)'Down belowpeople were runningabout Iike ants' (Foote 1967:23)). See
Figure 3.2(b).

S3. (OH B I I P H C ~ ~ XO~ZHJI
~Y
~ o ~ p Corn
y r (Chukovsky, E ~ c x o e
~e6o)--'Hedanced (weno uround Sonya on his haunches' (Foote
l967:24)}. See Figure 3.2(c).
S4. {Bnepa M ~ x0,q.m~
I
B mmo--'We went ro the cinemuyesrerdq' (Foote
l967:24)}. See Figure 3.2(d).
SS. {Tëm IIama E mo@ëp CT~JIE HOC=
sce ~ T OB HOM (Panova,
Cepexa)--'Amfie Pasha and the driver set out tu cavy all rhis into the
house' (Foote 1967:26)). See Figure 3.2(e).

S6. {JImore pa3 neTm H ~ A . K p o ~ r ~ r r a ~[repeated]
po~
(Chukovslq, &mn&c~oe~e6o)-'Luninhadflown over Kronstadt many
times' (Foote l967:27)}.

S7. (OHxogm K H ~ pa3
E B ~enemo[reguZm]-'He went to (see) her once
a week' (Foote 1967:27)).
Table 4.1-Continued.

,

I

1

1

Table 4.1--Continueci
S8. {XORHJI
OH He c ~ o p oHO
, 60mmaraaw [habituai] (Tugenev.
~ZLIIHCKEoxmmaca)--'He did not walk quickly, but took big strides' (This
occurs in a character sketch.) (Foote l967:27)}.
S9. ( I I m6mo ca~onihw. . .II xong neTami (Chukovsky, BaJrrcaijrc~oe
ae60)--'l love aeroplanes. I want t o m (Foote 1 967:28)).
HLHsoTe (Slevich, ¶epe3 ma onearra)-

'Un& marsupials carry their young
in a pouch on their stomachs' (Foote 1 967:28)}.
S 1 1. {[Bar rurasaw] no A ~ O R C KMOPIO?
O M ~ (Chukovsky, B m c ~ o e

~e6o)--'Haveyou ever sailed on the Sea of Azov?' (Foote 1967:28)}.

S 12. {I'ge-TOxoyrr (Andreyev, Paccxa3 O ce= nosememsm)--'There
are people walking (about) sornewhere' (Foote 1967:28)).
S 13. ( P e 6 ë a o y~ x e no~nae~--'The
child is already crawhg, i. e.. has
already acquired the capacity to crawl' (Foote l967:29)}.

S 14. (JIe~am{Ymncrr
l967:3O)).

S15.

~apema--Jtlyingsaucer' (Foote 1967:29)}.
e3-

sepxoan--'to Zearn to ride horsebacK (Foote

S 16. { B p a m s e m no6omme x o ~ BOT
. H xox+nle doctors SV
[recommend] I must walk more, so here 1am walking' (Foote 1967:3 1 ) ) .
S 17. (Bcë B n o p ~ e , - - c ~ a 3 aCa6ypoeY--sa
n
acEmoqeaHezd TOI'O, w o
reHepana Iipoqemco no nongoBmnca Pemsosa npmcomca
non sa^^, Ha n o T e (Simonov, &ni a HO-)--'"Everything'sfine, " said
Saburov, "except for the fact that to get fiom General Protsenko to
Colonel Remizov you have to crawl on your stomach'" (Foote 1967:31 ) ) .
OT

Ha o x o y , . . .a o ~ ~ ~ ~ a s Ba nec,
ncs
S 18. (Korpa, s o o 6 p m~o R
Bonom nër H a c m . . . H c~a3a.nm e , PTO 6 y 4 ~ 06151H OH xow
(Tolstoy, &~mo)-'W%en I went off into the wood making believe that I
was going hunting, Volodya loy on his bock and had me believe thar he
was coming too' (Foote 1967:3l ) }.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
5.1.0 summclry

Chapter 1 mtmduced terms and notions that would be applicable to the discussion in
the following chapters.

In Chapter II. it was pointed out that the description of determinate motion as
unidiriectionai means that at any given instant in time an object in motion is moving in only

one direction Furthemore. deteminate motion involves displacement. The indeteminate
does not express necessarily express these two notions.
Chapter III has pointed out that direction (as motion along a line) implied by the

determinate verb cm be represented by the notion of tmjectory. An orbit, in contrast to

trajectory, cm represent the indeterminate verb. The cornparison orbit/ trajectory
particulariy un&rlines the timelessness (tirne independence) of indeterminate motion and the

timedependency of determinate motion. The juxtaposition of distancd displacement has
ernphaswd the directionlessness of indeterminate motion and the directionality of
determinate motion. Trajectory incorporates the dimensions of direction, location, and an
interval of time than can be an instant; orbit does not. The analogy of trajectory to the
deteminate verb means it can be expressed in ternis of average and instantaneous veloeity,
while the analogy of orbit to the indeterminate verb means that it expresses zero velocity.

In Chapter IV. the idea of "motion dong a line" was developed in t e m of "context"
and "complexity."
Visual representations of the notions are included in the chapten.
5.I .I Swnmary Outline

The foiîowing is a summary outhe of the evolution of the thought process leading

to the distinction between determinate and indetenninate VOM:
(1) Most verbs in Russian are classified as belonging to either the pedective or the

imperfective aspect.
(2) In the imperfective aspect there is a subset of fourteen pairs of Russian verbs

denoting motion calied VOM.

(3) There are two types of

VOM,

which are usually desipted determinate and

indeterminate or ~~,m-type
and xowrm-type.
(4) All the verbs makùig up the set of VOM belong to the impeifective aspect and

have the same underiying-lexieal meaning, "to go."
(5) The memben of each VOM couple have the same literal-lexical (or lexical)
rneaning but their grammatical-lexical (or grammoticai) rneaning is different.

(6) The function of "naming" is common to both the deteminate and indeterminaie
sub-aspect.
(7) The expression of "action in the fühm" is exclusive to the determinate verb and
is not a function of the indeteminate.
(8) The expression of "two-way action" in the past is exclusive to the indeterminate

verb and is not a function of the cietenninate.
(9) The concepts of time and direftion are relevant to the defmitions of determinate
and indeterminate VOM.

(10) The cietenninate verb of motion is generaily understood to describe "conünuous
process" (which includes the temporal nuances found in the notions of "progressivity."

"actuslity," "durativity," etc.); and the Metenninate to describe 'Fterativity" (also referred
to as '%abituality"). However, examples of each are found in the other category, because
of the common imperfective nature of each member of a VOM pair.
(1 1) The one constant meaning of mm-type verbs is unidirectionality (Isaienko).

(12) Unidireetionallty means "movement in one direction" (Foote).
(13)

"Movement in one direction" is "movement along a üne ( a . ~ e I ? ~ o e

m m u e ~ ~ e(Foote
) " 1967: 7).
(14) A üne is "tire parh followed by a n object in motion" (Webster's Dictionary).

(15) "Direction" is "the line along which an object in motion moves" (Webster's
Dictionary).
(16) "Movemenr along a line" involves "progresslve motion" (Foote).

(17) '!Progressive motion" means the "change of location" of an object in motion
(Foote 1967:7).

(18) 'Progressive motion" is an essential feanue of the d e t e h a t e verb-not
necessarily of the indeterminate.
(19) '!Progressive motion," dominated by a spatial nuance, is distinct £Yomwhat is
caIled "progrossivity,"a notion related to 'tcontinuousproeess,"dominated by a temporal

nuance.
(20) The "effective change of locafion" that an object has moved is referred to as
"disphcement," which dif'fers fiom the "distance" it has moved The former involves
direction.
(21) Speed is the distance of an object travelled over tirne. Velocity is the
displacement of an object over tirne.
(22) Displacement and velocity give direction.
(23) An object involved in "progressive motion along a line" can be considered to
foUow a trajectory. An orbit, as an overall entity. is not invoived m "progressive motion

along a line."
(24) The mathematical correlates to orbit and trajectory are c i d e and tangent,
respectively.
(25) Over a n interval of time the direction of a moving object can be discerned
(given by average veloeity).
(26) At a spec@c mmnt in rime the DIREC~ONof a movmg object cm be discerned

(given by instantanmus velocity).
(27) In trajectory, average velocity, and thus disphcement, is greater than zero.
It follows that avetage diredion of an object dong a trajectory c m be identifed. In orbit,

average velocity. and thus displacement. is zero. It follows that the average direction of

an object dong an orbit cannot be identified.
(28) Trajectory, a tirne dependent description of motion, is defmed by three femres:

a specinc moment of time,direction, and location (Pahomov). Instantanaus velocity takes
into account these three dimensions. Uniike trajectory, orbit is a tirne-independent
description of motion (Pahomov).

(29) The term "trajectory"can be applied to symbolize the motion described by a

determinate verb, while "orbitl'can be applied to symbolize the motion described by an
indeterminate verb.
(30) The foflowhg definition contains virtually ali the essential elements to &scribe

mm-type motion. The d e t e h a t e verb expresses the speaker's observation ut a given
instanr of tirne. the position (direction) of an object during one "gor'of its progressive
motion along a single Zine.

(3 1) The indeterminate verb does

express the speaker's observation ut a given

instant of time, the position (direction) of an object during one "gor'of its progressive
motion along a single line.
5.2.0 Conclusion

To undentand the ciifference in the meaning between the determinate and
indeterminate VOM 1 have looked into what other authors have presented. They have used
terms that have not necessarily k e n defined very clearly. I have attempted to dissect
dehitions describmg the f

~ i r w
of determinate and indeterminate verbs

and tried to provide

more precise delirieations of the distinctive features of the sub-aspects. By resoning to such
scientific analogies 1 think a clearer understanding of the distinction between these verbs can
be achieved. This in turn has ailowed me to translate the scientific notions into visual

presentatbns more easily. 1 believe that these illustrations are of pedagogical use for foreign
students of the Slavic languages.
At the same time,one has to admit, as in au languages, pirely logical mathematical
analysis of events is not realistic. In general. there is a degree of subjectivity in language in
the use of every form, be it POV of the action or metaphoncal. This can be incorporated into

our understanding of the subaspects by saying it is the speaker who ultimately decides what
the mterval of time described is gohg to be--whether it is an instant or longer. This too has

to be considered in the definitions of these forms.

5.2.1 Future research directions

These visual presentations can become even more vivid through the use of cornputer

animation. It is something 1 certainly am considering.
Do

a "metaphoric"uses of VOM fit the framework of king typical representations

of one or the other sub-aspect?

How do 6 p e d 6 p o m , 'ro wander.' typQ the distinctive characteristics of
determinate/ indeterminate verbs?
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